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at K

H aller
Cleary outlines his first tasks as Interim General Manager of KHSU-fm. | Stephanie
(From left ) Vice President of University Advancement Rob Gunsalus looks on as Patrick

Chris Hoff
Managing Editor
Patrick Cleary,
president of Lost Coast

©

Communications, has been

appointed the interim
General Manager at
KHSU. Vice President of
University Advancement
Rob Gunsalus announced
the appointment at a press
conference August 18th.
Gunsalus has been
clear what he was looking
for to fill the position of
general manager - a record
of success and the ability
to put the station on the
path to financial stability
were key. “Patrick Cleary
meets those requirements

100 percent,” he said.

process used by other
campus outreach groups,
like the First Street
Gallery.
With his move to
Humboldt County in 1997,
Cleary brought years of
experience serving on the
boards of directors of the
Icelandic Broadcasting
Corporation and Act
III Broadcasting. As

president of Ferndaleased Lost Coast

Gunsalus acknowledged

KHSU with the required
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Sonera! A enaper

conflict of interest, and

year - roughly half the

salary paid to McCrone
- plans to serve through
the Spring 2009 pledge
drive. After the pledge
drive, Humboldt State
will start a national search
for a permanent station

future of shows such as

Democracy Now! and
Thursday Night Talk,

are the main concerns
listeners of KHSU have

expressed about the
change. Alex Stillman,
Arcata vice-mayor,
said that she has
received a number of
comments expressing
concern about the
were concerned that
prosranauee would

fora

said he would review
program changes and
underwriter relationships.
Cleary, who will

Programming and the

station. Listeners

|

oration ize
.
.

be earning $40,000 a

database. This aligns

f

isa

stations on the Nore
Coast - KHUM, KSLG
and KWPT ‘ The Point‘.

early retirement in late
July following six years as

station are processed,
and relocated the donor

[KHSU
Seal

operates three radio

the pone

KHSU general manager.
Gunsalus also changed
how donations to the

6 6

Comet

The appointment is
just one of a couple of
recent changes at KHSU
since May. Cleary replaces
Elizabeth Hans McCrone,

who was asked to take an

manager. Cleary stated
at the press conference
the financial stability of
the station will be his first
priority.
Budget shortfalls at
mean that
the university
for the next four years,
funding to the station will

be cut $25,000 a year. “We

would hope the university
could increase its support
of KHSU, but in these
difficult budgetary times
that’s just not possible,”
Gunsalus said.
In addition to
increasing KHSU’s
financial stability, Cleary
plans to develop a new
programming process.

e lost, and questioned

the university’s longterm plans for the
station.

“KHSU is like
a foundation of the
community,” Stillman
said.
She cites the

example of Tim McKay,
who was able to use
the show Econews to
enlighten people about
environmental

issues in

the community. She says
Democracy Now! and NPR
shows like Fresh Air help

to balance news that comes
from more conservative

sources.

Stillman supports
Cleary’s appointment to
the position at KHSU.
“I would say Patrick
is a really good choice
because he has a strong
background in radio,” she
said.
Cleary fills the position
as changes to both the

donor database and the

donation process are
peu implemented. The
database, previously held
at the station, has been

moved to the Advancement
Foundation and future
donations to the station
will be processed through
the Humboldt State Gift
Processing Center. This

process is used by multiple
organizations on campus,
including the First Street
Gallery and The Natural
History Museum.

Jack Bentley is the
director of The First Street
Gallery. He explains how

THE

partnership with leading veterans’ agencies regionally
and statewide. The new V.E.T.S program, headquartered
in Room 58 of the HSU Library, will provide multiple
services to veterans, their dependents and active duty
military personnel, including academic advising,
course requirements, benefits counseling, work study
opportunities, job counceling and training and aid to
unemployed and homeless veterans.

Local Job Fair on quad
The Ist annual Local Job Fair will be held Thursday
August 28 on the HSU Quad 10 am-2 pm. Over 30
local employers will be taking resumes and talking with
students about part time job opportunities in the area.

Multicultural Convocation Sept. 5
The 7th annual Multicultural Convocation will take
place Friday September 5 from 4-7 at the Kate Buchanan

Room. This is an opportunity for new students as well
as returning students to mingle, meet new people and
begin building a new community. Call 826-3369 for more
information.

National
American Idol welcomes fourth judge
If three is a crowd then four must mean drama. Fox
~ network announced that they will add a fourth judge
to their panel on the hit reality contest show American
Idol. Paula Abdul will no longer haveto bear the brunt
of Randy Jackson’s and Simon Cowell’s commentary as
the only woman. Grammy-nominated songwriter Kara
DioGuardi will appear as Idol’s fourth judge in January

when season eight kicks off.

Obama’s speech destined to sway crowd
The Democratic National Convention began on Monday,
Aug. 25 in Denver. Democratic nominee Barack Obama

announced Sen. Joe Biden of Deleware as his running
mate. On Thursday the 28, Obama will deliver his
stadium address; it is also the 45th anniversary of Martin
Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech. Coverage of
this event will undoubtedly sway the polls away from

Republican candidate John McCain. ‘The Republican
National Convention will begin Sept. 4.

Compiled by Sara Wilmot and Derek Lacatoen
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Transition Services (V.E.T:S) program. The initiative is
a major expansion of assistance through a University

In unexpected ways
Dr. Rollin Richmond is a
natural leader for Humboldt State University
- and surprisingly, his
views align with those
of many students. Richmond supports an end to
the war in Iraq, believes
veterans are owed a quality education and hopes
fora strong youth vote in
November’s election.
Richmond received
his doctorate in genet-

7

HSU will conduct formal ceremonies including an
Honor Guard and Posting of Colors, on Thursday,
August 28, at noon in the Kate Buchanan Room —
to inaugurate its new Veterans Enrollment and

Managing Editor

ics from the Rockefeller

University in New York
in 1971. Richmond came

to Humboldt State in
the summer of 2002

“Ye
the

from Iowa State Univer-

like

sity where he served as
provost and professor
of zoology
and genetics. Humboldt is his
first position serving as
president.
As professor of zoology at Iowa State, Rich-

mond studied the effects
of psychoactive drugs on
fruit flies. The study was
part of an experiment to.
understand the genetic
changes drugs have on
humans. This may explain
why Richmond holds such
a strong stance against
drug use. Richmond is

concerned about the still

unknown effects of drugs
on young people but realizes taking chances is part
of being young. “When I

was your age I took more
chances than I would
now,” he said.

QUALITY EDUCATION
Richmond’s concern
about students’ lives is
why he is a supporter of
general education curriculum. “[General education]

gives students a broad
persperae of the world,”
e said. Richmond would
like to see a review of G.E.
requirements during his
Humboldt State tenure.
Education is high on
Richmond'’s list of pri-

President Rollin Richmond at the staff and

faculty barbeque Aug. | 6.| Chris Hoff

orities. Something that
Richmond would like to

see expanded at Humboldt are on-line courses.
“T know students benefit

from it,” Richmond said.
He explained that on-line
classes enable educators to
reach more students who

have individual learning
styles.
Students also benefit
from a diverse campus in terms of faculty, staff

and student populations.
In his 2008 convocation
speech Richmond cites
an increase of minority
students to 21 percent, up

from 16

percent five years

ago. Still Richmond realizes the university needs
to be “much more aggressive in recruitment” of
educators from minority
communities.

In Spring 2007 Richmond increased the
Instructionally Related
Activities fee from $48 to
$250. This increase was
approved despite strong
student opposition in an
election with the highest

Ros

V. E. T. S. inauguration set for Thurs.

Chris Hoff

voter turn out in Associ-

ated Students’ history.
Richmond was opposed to
a student resolution, sugesting that traditionally
ow voter turn out wasn’t

ET

the limitations set upon where they can demonstrate.

for Humboldt State

SRR

Protesters at the Democratic National Convention in
Denver were limited to the “Freedom Cage,” a 47,000 .
sq. foot area separated from the Pepsi Center and the
parking lot that is designated for protesting and other
demonstrations. Members of the protest group Recreate
68 Alliance visited the area Monday Aug. 25 during the
Convention and then vowed not to return. They opposed

DATION
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representative of the student population.

California State University guidelines require
student input be sought

p
Bef

on fee increases, with

multiple options available to administrators to
pursue - with one of them

See RICHMONDon pg. 7
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Construction continues near Harry Griffith Hall as workers lay brick Aug. 22. | Torrey Hartman

Staff Writer

in reverse, or the echo

of metal clanging in the
distance as it reverberates
through the redwoods. On
your first day back, or your
first day here you may be
stunned by some of
the
changes. Over the past few
months construction
workers have been

hardhat sits.
Next to all of the loud
noises and the immense

new building being built
at the top of Union Street,

Harry Griffith Hall
has also undergone some

the work on B

Street is

renovations and has now

the most visible change
to the landscape of

been re-opened. The
floors have been painted

Humboldt State.

and new fire alarms have
been installed. There have
also been renovations
to the bathrooms in
order to make them

outside of the South
Campus Marketplace,

has been upgraded
to make the area
more pedestrian

friendly and in line

University, including

the continued work on
the gym, road work on B

planters, lights,
and upgrades to

areas of Humboldt State

Street, Harry Griffith Hall,

Gist Hall, and a few other
places as well.
"B Street will
be a surprise," said
Construction Manager

Baker

says the intersection of
Harpst and B, directly

with
with
Act.
have
well

steadily working on many

fencing is erected to deter
foot traffic through the
intersection.

the Americans
Disabilities
Colored bricks
been added as
as crosswalks,

C68

manager

wheelchair access.

more accssible and in

Due to the work on B
Street, there will be some

compliance with ADA.
According to Paul Mann,
Humboldt
State's public

detours for pedestrian and
car travel. Harpst and

Mark Baker as he sat in his

B will be open, but 17th
and B will be closed to all

office next to a computer

traffic. Signs are in place at

and a coat rack adorned

the intersections of Union

with a green jacket and

and 17th, and 14th and B

white hard hat. To his left
is a table where another

to inform drivers about the

closure. A perimeter of

one 01

construction itself was
finished on time," said

Child Development
Chair Claire Knox. "I'd
be misrepresenting the
faculty if I said there
weren't any frustrations.
Any time you make a move
there are some things that
aren't anticipated."

information officer, total
cost of the work is $2.7

million.
The engineering
and child development
departments have been
relocated into Harry
Griffith Hall, but have
had some troubles. "The

in the Behavioral and
Social Sciences building as
well, because the galle
floorboards had expanded
and came up from the
floor due to what Baker
referred to as a "contractor
issue." Baker said that
the issue is fixed and the
building is ready to go.

Knox said that she

does not want to portray
the situation in a bad light.

Street will be a 2?
surprise.
- Mark Baker, construction

plaine
and fi
the uw
a four

Matt Hawk

If you've been on
campus during the
summer you may have
heard the familiar sounds
of construction. You may
have heard saws furiously
cutting, the "beep beep" of
construction equipment

most
for Ri
boldt
vide hk
in the

She attributed
most of her
dissatisfaction
to the move in

general, and said
the school is

making an effort
to ease their
frustrations.

Another
department that has
undergone a few
changes is the nursin
department. Gist Hall has
been retrofitted to fit the
departments needs. The
remodel includes a new
nursing lab, lecture hall in
218, and a computer lab
that Baker referred to as
"pretty nice.”
Work had to be done

was
the
for
will

The brand new pool
also completed over
summer and is ready
use this fall, so there
be new water to dip

your toes in. However,

work continues on the
Physical Education Facility
and the Redwood Bowl.
According to HSU's
Web site for Faculties
Management, the

main objectives of the
Physical Education
Project were to "link
the Physical Education
Facilities to the campus

core," and "upgrade and
improve, or replace,

the Gyms, Natatorium,

6
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being a student resolution.
Richmond choose to form
a task force, and met with |
the Associated Students
Council to discuss the fee
increase.

The fee was raised as a
reaction to cuts in funding
to the university from the
state. Richmond believes
it is more important to
provide students with a
quality education, than it

is to make it cheap - and
he understands the position that view puts him in.
“I don’t have a lot of other

t
Pe
oe

Pena

a

ee

eli

oa

ra

PEALE

SoS

choices to make,” he said.

CHANGING
POLICIES ON EDUCATION
Steven Butler,

Richmond have been
unfair. “He’s been
more transparent than
he gets credit for,” Nordstrom said. He noted that
Richmond has been more
transparent than past
administrations, and that
he has made himself available to the campus and the
community.
Snow can attest to

Richmond’s availability. In
Snow’s freshman year he
sent an e-mail to Richmond that resulted in the
two sharing lunch.
When budgets are

~He’sbeenmore
_
®
transparent than ©

vice-president of
he ge credit for.
Student Affairs,
praised Richmond
- Burt Nordstrom, UC
for having the
executive director on Richmond
compassion to make
Humboldt State better. He believes the
good, people don’t commost important question
plain, Nordstrom exfor Richmond and Humplained. He added that
boldt State is how to proRichmond has struggled
vide high quality education
with
budget problems
in the future. Butler exday one. “When we're
from
plained that public policy
looking
for someone to
and funding are changing
blame, [Richmond’s] the
the university model from
easiest target.”
a foundation of quality to
one of quantity.
Former AS president
current Social Work
and
“The reality is that the
Graduate student Crystal
university needs to operate
Chaney understands that
more on a business modRichmond can’t make evel,” Butler said. “We have
eryone happy. “He’s trying
to deal with that.”
to find ways to keep the
school going in a positive
Tony Snow, a political
direction,” she said. Even
science senior and forthough she said Richmer Associated Students
mond spends all his time
president, does not supon student issues, she
port the university bein
feels communication with
run on a business mode
students needs to be imbut understands change
proved. Chaney cited the
needs to happen. “Change
IRA fee increase process
doesn’t come about by
an example of the misas
one person,” Snow said,
communication.
emphasizing the importance of student involve“Students had little
ment. Snow also believes
idea of what they were
Richmond should have
voting against,” she said
supported the student
of the IRA fee increase.
resolution for the IRA fee
Chaney said that Richincrease. “One-hundred
mond doesn’t think ‘what
percent of the students
students think,’ but
will
ad the right to vote, that’s
what is best for Humboldt
what matters,” he said.

Snow explained democracy isn’t made invalid by

low turn out.

RICHMOND'S
PERFORMANCE
University Center
Executive Director Burt
Nordstrom said many of

the complaints against

NEWS | 7
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State.

Chaney said the president’s strengths include

the people he surrounds
himself

with, but a weak-

ness of Richmond’s is his
tendency to underestimate
students’ abilities.

Overall Chaney likes

Richmond as a person.
“Sometimes we don’t realize how lucky we are,” she
said.
Richmond understands his strengths
and his weaknesses.
He believes some of his
strengths have been an
increase in student diversity, campus technology
improvements and the
creation of the Advancement Foundation. Where
he wants to do better is
an increase of student
and faculty diversity, an
increase in support for

Shop

RICHMOND'S VISION
Nordstrom said
Richmond believes that
education makes better citizens and a better world - a view that
is expressed through
Richmond’s self-described
vision of Humboldt State.
“Humboldt State’s mission is the provision of

f School & Office Supplies
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faculty scholarship and

research, and a strengthening of the business
curriculum.

Locally & Save On Thousands

(

»
NEW 1 bd Studio w/ patio near

HSU. All utilities paid. $625/mo
+ $850 dep. Reserve nowThey're going fast! 822-4667

an excellent, affordable

education that responds
to a fast-changing world.
Humboldt State seeks to
instill a sense of environmental and social responsibility in its students.
HSU works to provide
access for a diverse range
of students from California and the world. We
believe in the advantages
of experiential learning
and encourage students to
parficipate in our service
earning opportunities,”
Richmond said. “Our motto is, ‘Learning that Makes

a Difference’. The entire
university community is
committed to assisting the
development of our region
through the expertise of

our faculty, staff and students,” he said.

Richmond plans on

serving Humboldt until he
retires. Butler said the av-

erage tenure for a univer-

sity president is three to

five years. Whether the day

he retires is tomorrow or
two years from now, Richmond wants his retirement
statement to read, “Rollin
worked with the Universiy to be more supportive of
the community.” He hopes
to leave the university with

better programs and more
economically secure.

Chris Hoff may be contacted at
cah83@humboldt.edu.
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Robo denies wrongdoin

in airport arrest
Stephanie Haller
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Well known campus
activist Jason Robo
appeared in Boston
court on August 19 in
conjunction with three
charges stemming from
a July 30 arrest at Logan
International Airport.
Robo, former

Associated Students
legislative vice president,

was charged with
disorderly conduct,
interference with aircraft
operation and disorderly
conduct on a public
_ conveyance. According
to a press release issued
by the Suffux County
District Attorney's office,
the charges arose after
Robo’s behavior on Delta
Flight 1165 forced a plane
evacuation and a threehour delay.
In an interview with
the Lumberjack, Robo

detailed his version of

Mexican

Food
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Mon.-Sat. 11 am-5 pm
7th & G, Arcata
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Sun. 11 am-9 pm

Homemade Tortillas
Catering for Any Event

Alma's
Mexican

Food

Present this coupon for 15% off of your total price or
25% off for students with ID.

what happened on Delta
Flight 1165. He paints a
very different picture of
the events - including his
claim that he did not have
his rights read to him
when he was arrested.
Robo denies the vast
majority of the allegations
and says the news release
is inaccurate and paints a
negative image of him.
According to the
news release, Robo was

observed “behaving
nervously while wearing
a yellow shirt over a
T-shirt featuring images
of George W. Bush and
Adolf Hitler.” It goes on
to say Robo was seen
entering and then exiting
a lavatory, leaving without
his yellow shirt. A Delta
flight attendant found an

adhesive address label

that read, “9/11 was an
Inside Job! PrisonPlanet.
com” and also observed a
second sticker on the folddown tray table. After the
flight attendant informed
the pilot of her findings,
the release claims Robo
“charged off the plane
after saying, ‘I have to get

off this plane right
now.

999

“Anybody who
knows me well
enough knows I
would never act in
the behavior the

district attorney

described,” Robo
said, in reference

didn

to his running
off the plane and
the statement

made to the flight
attendant.
“This is the
same shirt, same

Oilwellian

the G

Doublespeak

at H
Univ

graphic - no
Hitler,” Robo

said, pointing
to the shirt he

(Above)

was wearing. He

Jason Robo reveals the shirt he

also denies that he
removed his yellow

shirt, saying
unbuttoned

he had
it.

In contrast to the
news release, Robo said
the pilot announced a
sticker had been found

on the flight and that
any passengers were

free to exit the plane if
uncomfortable. Robo said

the captain announced
that it was “just a political
statement.”

“Some people laughed
- one kid even pulled —
out his camera,” Robo

said. The difference
in statements is more
apparent after the flight
attendant alerted the pilot.
The news release
states that Massachusetts
State Police assigned to
Logan Airport responded
to the scene, spoke with
members of the flight
crew. They then initiated a
search for Robo, who had

form
the C
Univ
discc

| Stephanie Haller

its carry-on and checked
baggage. The plane was
cleared for take-off after a
three-hour delay.
In an e-mail to the
Lumberjack, Suffox

County District Attorney
Press Secretary Jake Wark
said Robo’s placement of
the stickers, statement

to the flight attendant
and subsequent exit
from the plane created a
massive inconvenience to
hundreds of people.
“In their totality,

his actions significantly
interfered with the plane’s
operation and were b
their nature disorderly,”
Wark said.
Robo says the events
described in the news
release were slanted, and

purposely painting him as
a terrorist.

“They ordered
everyone off the plane

exited the plane. Robo was
taken into custody after
retrieving his baggage,
and said, according to the

to do the cabin search -

release, the stickers were a
“joke.” After Robo’s arrest,

said.

the plane was evacuated
and Massachusetts State
Police initiated a K-9
sweep of the plane and

State

claims he wore on the Delta flight.

nobody ran off the plane,
igang myself,” Robo
“Rather, it was the

majo
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Stephanie Haller
Editor-in-Chief

in German should be
discontinued.”

You can’t say they
didn’t try. From rallies
to passionate letters and

Low enrollment,

pleas, students, faculty,

budgetary concerns

staff and community

members all pushed
for the survival of
the German program
at Humboldt State
University. But it just
wasn’t enough.

and curricular issues,

including study abroad
requirements, were

cited as reasons for the

discontinuation.

On June 3, Humboldt

State requested
formal approval from
the California State

University system to
discontinue the German

major, according toa
news release issued

-

Say

“Aes

by the University. The
discontinuation was

Humboldt State
graduate Danielle
Preissler is one of man
who feel Richmond di
not make the correct
decision in choosing to
eliminate the program.
Preissler was one of many
former students who
wrote letters in support of
the German program.

recommended by
Humboldt State
President Rollin
Richmond, but
it must also be

Preissler does not
believe Richmond’s
statement that the
program’s requirement of

studying abroad hinders
students financially.
German universities
are typically free of
charge to students,
including the cost of

©%

CSU Chancellor’s
Office before it can
take effect.

Overall, the cost of living
in Germany i is far lower
than Arcata, with
and affordable
access to public
transportation. In

It’s definitel Ys not
a hardship. It’s
a life-changing 3%

Germany, trips to

the supermarket
average less than

experience.

$10.00 a week.

- Danielle Preissler, Humboldt

State graduate living in Austria

In an e-mail
memo to staff,
Richmond said that
make the decision. “Given
our circumstances, I

believe it to be in the best
interests of our students

and the university as a
whole,” Richmond said.

After spending a
year in Austria as part of
an exchange program,
Preissler (formerly
Hawkins) transferred

Richmond’s
recommendation marks
the end of a year-long
review process that
included multiple campus
groups, including the
University Curriculum
Committee and the
Academic Senate.
Upon review of the

data collected during

to Humboldt State only
because of the German
rogram. She received

fiec Bachelor of Arts in
German from Humboldt
State in 2005 and
currently teaches English
through the University
of Graz in Austria, where
German is part of her
daily life.
“I was thoroughly
shocked to hear of

the process, Richmond
became “convinced
that the baccalaureate

President Richmond’s
on

“It’s definitely

not a hardship.

It’s a life-changing
experience,”
Preissler said.

he regrets having to

this article

on-line

Humboldt
students,

State Universit
faculty,

ride A@MRTS,

and

afl

FREE!!

(Current Student ID required)

025 E Street Arcata, California
Service

until

10pm

textbooks, Preissler said.

inexpensive rent

approved by the

Comment

decision to continue the
proposal to eliminate
the program after all the
overwhelming evidence
in favor of keeping it,”
Preissler said in an
e-mail.

Many foreign
language programs
re uire study abroad
Humboldt State’s
Gefitian program is no
exception. Preissler’s
experiences abroad were
instrumental in her study
of German.
“It is nearly
impossible to really learn
a language without ever
experiencing it where
it is natively spoken,”
Preissler said.

See GERMAN, pg. 15
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Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki stated Monday
that there will be no agreement made on U.S military
withdrawal from Iraq unless the agreement includes a
specific time line and is not open ended. He said that
U.S. and Iraqi negotiators have agreed that there will be
no foreign soldiers in Iraq after 2011 but there are still
several issues that must be resolved about the agreement.
Nothing has been finalized between the negotiating
parties yet.
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A U.S Diplomat in China is pressing for the release of
foreign protesters who were jailed for protesting China's,
rule in Tibet during the Olympics in Beijing. Chinese
police have sentenced at least 10 protesters to 10 days of
detention, including eight Americans. Several protesters
are being held in custody under the rules that allows

Se

THE

mh

officials to keep them for 14 days without charge. Both
British and U.S. officials are encouraging China to take
this as an opportunity to demonstrate their tolerance
and openness. China said it would allow protesting in

designated areas and that protesters must apply for a
permit but no applications were approved.

Singer escapes from plane
The lead singer of the Canadian band Barenaked Ladies,
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stalled during take off, but Robertson was able set the

book an-eye exam online today
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Ed Robertson, and three other passengers survived a
plane crash south east of Ontario on Sunday afternoon.
Roberson crashed his Cessna 206 floatplane in a wooded
area while trying to take off from Baptise lake. The plane

plane down among some trees with its nose resting
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classrooms, offices, and
support spaces in Forbes
Complex to achieve its
academic mission and

recruitment and retention
goals." Other objectives .
include making the
building

ADA compliant,

and replacing costly and
energy-inefficient heating
and ventilating systems.
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The project is broken
up into to two phases, with
the completion of the pool
being the major feature of
the first phase. Another
major part is a brand new
building being constructed
by Kiewit Construction
Company and is designed
by Yost Grube Hall, an
urban planning and
architecture firm founded
in Portland, Ore., in 1964.

Phase two incorporates
the deconstruction of the

old pool, and work on an

elevator in the connecting
section of the East and

HSU,
cont. from pg. 3
the process has worked
since they adopted it in
2001 - donations are sent
to the Gift Processing
center, which alerts the

iat
tr
PE
meee

2

SOWae

Advancement Foundation
and deposits the funds into
the organization’s account.
While Advancement
sends donors a form letter
thanking them for the

BA
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amount they donated,

Bentley likes to write a
handwritten note. “It
helps to make a personal
connection with the
donor,” he said.
He supports the
process, and said, “There’s

a lot of integrity and
professionalism in the
process.” He explains that

it allows the university to
know how much money
is coming in and where
it is going. The process

is audited by the CSU
Chancellors Office and a

third party auditor.

For Bentley this
creates an accountability
that is important to
gaining donors’ trust.
He cites problems the
university had in the past,

where an administrator

was charged for misuse

Comment

on

these

West Gym. A face-lift
to the landscape
of the
Redwood Bowl is also in
store, including improved
lighting, planters, and
ADA compliance. "The
total cost of the project is
$44.5 million,” said Mann.

near Plant Operations.
A hydrogen
fueling
station has already been
completed for the project,
but the school is still
currently looking to land a
designer and a contractor
for the actual building.

When asked what
students can look forward
to, Baker said there are
a few more plans for

Baker says that the
school is also planning
on. adding an Internet

the future of Humboldt

State. The biggest change
included in those plans
is the College Creek
Apartments, which will
be erected partly on the
lower soccer field adjacent
to L.K. Wood Blvd. The
plans for the new housing
structure include residency
of 434 beds in a building
that will outline a new
soccer field.
Also in the plans is a
new energy center, called
the Schatz Energy Center,
which will be located

Caf&eacute; on the first

floor of the library that
would be similar to the
computer lounge, but not
as strict. "It will be more
food friendly and include
Wi-Fi," said Baker.

Over the summer
HSU has experienced
quite a few changes and
looks to be in store for
several more as the college
continues to grow.

at mlh70@humboldt.edu.

integrity of the system.

a relatively large audience.
While we obviously
cannot commit to any
show forever, we expect
Democracy Now! to be
on KHSU for many years

year in costs associated

with data management.
He said it will also make
the database more secure,
as it will be protected by
the university's securi
software. This also enables
the station to benefit from
money the university

spends

to update its

enjoys above average
financial support and has

to come,” he said in the

e-mail. In an interview,

he deferred all further

responsive to our donors, a

strengths and I’m
confident we can ensure
its future health and

on-line

If you receive financial aid for more units than you are enrolled in on this date,
YOU WILL BE BILLED AND MUST REPAY THE DIFFERENCE IN
ELIGIBILITY.
Full time enrollment is required for most aid disbursement. If you will NOT be enrolled
and attending full time, immediately submit your enrollment plans in writing to avoid
overpayment of aid funds. Eligibility for some types of aid depends on a specific number

of enrolled units.

If you are eligible for Pell Grant, or Cal Grant B Access/Subsistence your grant disbursement must be prorated according to your enrolled units. Academic Competitiveness Grants
(ACG) and SMART Grants require fulltime enrollment. Other aid might also have to be
adjusted for less than full time enrollment. Be aware that you may be billed for an overpayment for some programs if your account is credited at fulltime funding and you drop
units or are enrolled for less than full time status on the freeze date.

The “freeze date” for the State University Grant (SUG) and fee Cal Grants (CGA or
CGBEF) is the University census date, because a SUG/fee Cal Grant is based upon the
amount of your fees. The SUG/fee Cal Grant is for payment of the State University Fee.
If you have a fee waiver or another educational resource that pays your fees, you may be
billed for overpayment of SUG or Cal Grant. If your SUG is paid to you for 6.1 or more
units, and you drop units, you must repay the difference in SUG. The final registration fee
amount is determined at the University census date, which may be later than our freeze
date for other aid. You will be billed for any overpayment of SUG or Cal Grant.
If you receive aid at less than full time, but
add units before the freeze date, you might
be eligible for additional aid. Notify the
financial aid office in writing of any changes
in attendance.

a:
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“KHSU has many

prosperity,” Cleary said.
Chris Hoff may be contacted

at cah83@humboldt.edu.

at www.thejackonline.org
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Adds or drops AFTER 9/8/08 will not change
your funding for the current semester;
however, drops may cause satisfactory
academic progress problems. If you anticipate
a satisfactory academic progress problem,
please come in to our office to meet with a
financial aid counselor (walk-in appointments
available M-F, 9-4)

programing, and thinks

increasing, he supports
a process that takes into
account community
support, as well as ratings
in program evaluation.

articles

Don’t get left out in the COLD!

record of promoting local

In an July 18 e-mail,
McCrone questioned
the new process. “I am
concerned that this
procedure will interfere
with the station’s ability to

Gunsalus addressed
concerns that shows

The LAST DAY to finalize your Fall enrollment

“KHSU clearly has
done a good job of building
a large and passionate
audience,” Cleary said. He
explained that he has a

that this can be done in
a professional manner.
ile program costs are

ractice which the station
fag always handled well
and been proud of,” she
said.

September 8, 2008

program decisions to the
new station manager.

alumni database,
according to Gunsalus.

quickly know about and be

Date

Matt Hawk may be contacted

like Democracy Now!
would be taken off the
air. “Democracy Now!

Increased integrity
is only one benefit that
is believed to be gained
from this change. In an
e-mail, Gunsalus explains
this will save KHSU
thousands of dollars a

Financial Aid FREEZE

The number of units you are enrolled in on this day will determine the amount
of financial aid and your unit obligation for the Fall semester.

of funds. The gallery
didn’t lose any money
directly, but lost donations
from people who were

concerned about the

Students and staff trying to get to Harry Griffith Hall will have to take
a different route to get to class while construction continues.
| Torrey Hartman
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¢ Retreats
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of F and 8th Street.
Electric vehicles can now charge up at the charging station on the corner

| Chris Hoff

Chris Hoff
Managing Editor

“Whoever you are, wherever you are on lifes
journey, you are welcome here.”

First Congregational Church of Christ
“An Inclusive, Open and Affirming, Loving
and Caring Community.”

One day after new record oil costs,
and a slump in the stock market, Arcata
opened an electric car charging station

downtown. Funded by the City as a one-

year pilot program, the station opened on
June 7th, it has been in development for

over four years. Mayor Mark Wheetley
said that the city
isn’t sure what to
expect with the

new program,

Sunday Worship, 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Choir Practice, 7:30 p.m.
For Transportation, call 362-9430 or 443-3452

features four outlets, two 120 volt outlets
and two 240 outlets, the station has the
potential to charge four cars at once.
A single parking space closest to the
charging station is reserved for electric
vehicles.

and changes are
|
ossible in the

=
Electric
vehicle

technology in

Ge We were there in
the ‘90s; we

could

Peter Brant is
the owner of an
electric red van,
that he uses for

99

be there again.

- Beckie Menten, graduate in Energy,
Environment, and Socie

many ways

is more a
technology of the
past than of the future. Acting Director

of Humboldt Electric Vehicle Association
Kevin Johnson said that in the early

1900s there were more electric cars
on the road than gasoline cars. “Henry
Ford’s wife refused to drive a gas car,”
Johnson said.

Pastor Carlotta Vallerga
900 Hodgson Street,
Eureka, CA 95503
707-445-5488
EurekaUCC@att.net
www.eurekaucc.or

The charging station is a box in the
parking lot on the corner of F and 8th

Street. In order to use the station, electric

car owners need to register with the

city. Applicants will be given a pass for
their window and a code that will allow
them to access a locked box. The station

trips around town.
He has had the

van for a couple
years, and has been
driving it for the
last six months.
Because he has

old batteries the

range for his van
is 5 miles, he said

that new batteries would have-a range of
25 to 40 miles. It has a top speed of 50
MPH, with a cruising speed of 45 MPH.

These speeds are lower due to the age of
his batteries, the cost of new batteries is

about $2000.

“If you keep your batteries charged,
they will last longer,” Brant said. Not

running the battery down is important

to the cars battery

life, which makes the

charging station in town not just about
power to get home, but
getting enough
enabling vehicle owners to maintain their
y

ne

2
Pie
Me
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secure campus on a tight budget
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Karina Gonzalez
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as a push from the union,
to have at least 2 officers
on each shift mandatory.
“It’s a safety issue. We try
to cover the schedule but
we don’t have the man
power,” he said.

The Humboldt
State University Police
Department (UPD)
received the funding they
‘needed to add another
pout officer to their force,

ut just like other campus
police departments around
the state, its fiscal budget
is uncertain.

Several phone calls.
to Melissa Hansen, a
member of the Board
of Directors for the

In May, University
Police Chief Thomas
Dewey was hoping to
receive $85,000 to hire
an new police officer in
order to have two sworn
uniformed officers on
patrol most of the time.
Dewey may have gotten

Statewide University
Police Association and a

police officer with UPD,
remained unanswered at

press time.
“It would be fantastic
if it is mandated,” said

Kinder. However, campus
police departments around
the state are hitting a brick

what he hoped for, but

his UPD funding is facing
a potential short fall this
fiscal 08-09 year.

Maritime Academy was
also compared due to
the university having the
the largest.
The California
Maritime Academy has
only one sworn uniformed
officer - their police chief.
Bakersfield, Sonoma

and Stanislaus all have
higher head counts than
Humboldt, but have

less uniformed officers.
However, in 2007,
Bakersfield, Maritime

Academy and Stanislaus
also had fewer total

reported crimes than
Humboldt State.

’

This depends

on what happens
with the
une: overall
budget, the Student
Affairs budget and
the money UPD
saved from last

G he
Tage

It’s a safety issue.
We t to cover the
schedule but we don’t

have the man power. 99

year, said Dewey in

an e-mail interview.
As it stands his
department does not have
the funding for overtime
and holiday pay but is
reguce by contract to pay
officers who work it, he

said.

Dewey said that if this
new officer “successfully
completes training and
no other positions are left
open from illness, injury,
or vacancy, we expect

to have two officers in
uniform 24/7/365 almost
100% of the time.” The
new officer is expected
to be in uniform in early
September.
However, in general,

there is almost always an
officer out sick, attending
training, or on vacation,

said Stg. Greg Kinder
from California State

University, Bakersfield.

Kinder said there is a
state-wide push, as well

- Greg Kinder, California State
University Bakersfield.
wall - money.
Across the state

the number of sworn
uniformed police officers
varies, depending on
campus size, population

and the amount of
residential life, as well as
several other factors.

The number of sworn

uniformed officers from
seven California State

University campuses
were compared to their

official head count from

2006, which is posted

on the California State

University’s Web site.

The comparision

included CSU Bakersfield,
Sonoma State, CSU
Stanislaus and CSU San

Marcos, based upon
similarity in officer head
count to Humboldt
State. The California

Now, where is that
Hemp Store?

smallest head count, and
CSU Fullerton, which has

least
hour

Kinder said
his department is
in the process of
hiring one more
officer before
their quarter
begins. However,
he estimates that
they would have to
hire a minimum of
seven more officers
in order to have at
two officers per 12shift.

“But a minimum of
seven in a perfect world

Solutions

Hemp*Recycled*Organic
1063 H Street Arcata
Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. (707)-822-6972

is not a realistic number,”
he said, due to illness,

training, or vacation.
Although we need
more funding, we cover
pretty well, said Baker.
In the past there have
been times when only
one uniformed officer
has been on duty. “When
UPD has had fewer than
12 uniformed personnel,
7:00 to 9:00 AM has been
one of the times that we

Tas

Ag

Seay

,

www.myspace.com/theoutdoorstore
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OODS

STORE

PAINTBALL
Is this man the new 007?
No! It’s Jonnie B,our Paintball Guy!
He'll show you how much fun

Paintball can be.

He knows the technology
and where to go
to have fun safely

have successfully staffed

the campus with only one
officer,” he said.

iicoore,
F

Karina Gonzalez may be
contacted at

kg36@humboldt.edu.
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Marketplace

ate)

was taken off the market

An electric 1994 Geo

Metro Prizm at the ribbon
cutting has a top speed of
80 MPH, and a range of
20 miles. John Schaefer ,
the owner of this vehicle ,
uses it as an around town
car. For longer trips he
uses a bio-diesel vehicle.
This is Schaefer’s third
electric vehicle, he bought
it four years ago.
Beckie Menten, a

Humboldt State student

Menten said that
watching the 2006
documentary, “Who Killed

A,

21 & Over

-|

$30 (Members)
$35 (Non-members)
442-5649 for info

Brew by:
Six Rivers Brewery
Lost Coast Brewery

Eel River Brewing Co.

Featuring music by:

Mad River Brewing Co.

St. John & the Sinners

North Coast Brewing Co.

6-10 PM SATURDAY, SEPT. 6

SEQUOIA

PARK

3414 W Street Eureka

Z@D)D

Beer, BBQ & Music

www.sequoiaParkZoo.net

Beer, BBQ & Music

ideal way to understand
the history of electric
vehicles. The important
part of the movie for her,
isn’t where we are, but
where we were. “We were
there in the 90’s; we could

be there again,” she said.
If the car companies had
been pressured to develop
the technology,

it would

be a viable substitute she
added.
By adding this
charging station, Arcata
joins a number of other
cities with electric vehicle
charging stations. While a
number of those stations
are first generation

after the legislature was

pressured into changing
the law that mandated it.
Menten said that the cities
of Fort Bragg and Ukiah
actually Had forgotten that

they had charging stations.
Johnson explained
potential next steps for
the project. Among these
prospects are powering
the station with solar
enetyy: expanding the

working towards a
graduate degree in Energy,
Environment and Society,
is one of the organizers
behind the charging
station. Menten works for
the City of Arcata as an
Energy Program Specialist
in the Department of
Environmental Services.
She explained that the
electricity for the charging
station will be paid for
by the City. She doesn’t
expect that it is going to
cost much for the city to
operate the station.

the Electric Car”, is an

California Legislature.
This technology, which
second generation
technology has been
attempting to mimic,

number
of cars that
can charge at the same
time and expanding the
number of spots reserved
for electronic vehicles.
There were about a dozen
electronic vehicles at the
ribbon cutting ceremony,
and Johnson says that
there are probably 15 to 20
in the local area. He said
the City of Arcata itself has
three or four.
Johnson thinks the
timing couldn’t be more
perfect. He points to
headlines in the paper
about oil prices soaring
and the stock market
sinking. The station in
Arcata becomes the second
in the local area. Trinidad
already has a charging
station. Johnson said
that they are working on
a station for Eureka. The
stations are intended to
be used not to fully charge
vehicles, but as a boost to

get vehicles home. This
is standard for public
charging stations; the need
to allow access to more
vehicles means a full eight
hour charge is impractical.
“It would be great to
have a charging station
on campus, Johnson said
about one potential for the
future.

technology, the station

opened in Arcata is second
generation. The first
generation technology

was supported by car
~ manufacturers under
direction from the

Comment

on-ine

Chris Hoff may be contacted

at cah83@humboldt.edu.

at thejackonline.org
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ROBO, cont. from pg. 8

announcement that
people might miss their
connecting flights -

that’s what caused the
disruption.”
Robo denies he ever
said the stickers were a
joke, once he was arrested.
“IL asked what was going
on. I said that the lack of
due process - that was a
joke. I never said that the

stickers were a joke,” Robo

it was at least half an hour
before he was read his

rights, a charge that the
District Attorney’s office
denies.
“(The Massachusetts

State Troopers] took
Mr. Robo into custody,
informed him of the
charges, and read him
his Miranda rights before
he was transported to
the nearest barracks for
booking,” Werk said.
Robo’s attorney, Jeffrey
Wiesner, was unavailable

said.

for comment.

“They wouldn't read
me my rights or tell me
where I was going. They
wouldn’t tell me what I
was being arrested for they didn’t inform me on
what basis I was being

While Robo denies
most of the allegations
against him, he would not
give a direct statement
on whether he was
responsible for the
placement of the stickers
on Flight 1165.

arrested,” Robo said.

“It was really kind of
scary. I didn’t know what
was going on.” Robo says

America, speech against
the government does not
make one into a criminal,
thus suggesting that the
government had a role
in 9/11 does not warrant
criminal prosecution.”
Robo is currently
facing three state
charges. The lead charge
of interference with
aircraft operation carries
a maximum sentence of
six months and or a fine
up to $500. A dismissal
hearing has been set for
Nov 26. Nevertheless,

Robo believes the truth
will come out.
“I’m confident that

there will be a positive
resolution.”

deny the stickers’ origins,”

Nel eyedaR

Em Coll

Best Music Venue in Arcata
20 Beers on tap

Stephanie Haller may be
“T cannot confirm or

(707) 826-2739

contacted at

snh5@humboldt.edu.

he said. “Nevertheless, in

Pool Table & FREE WiFi
Biggest TV Screen

Mouthwatering Menu

Music M&st NiGHTS!

See GERMAN, pg. 9
have declared their

Humboldt State plans
to gradually phase out
the German program
over the next couple of
years. Students already
in the major will be
accommodated, but
Humboldt State will not
accept any new students
into the program.
This may pose a

problem for incoming
freshmen who may

major as German. Frank
Whitlatch, associate vice

president of Marketing
and Communications,

said the University
be contacting

would

students

to Halle, Germany via
the summer abroad
program. It is unknown if
this will be the final year
the program in Halle is
offered to Humboldt State
students.

who had applied as
German majors to discuss
their options.
The announcement
was made on the eve of

departure of Humboldt
State German students

Stephanie Haller may be
contacted at
snh5@humboldt.edu.
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Most Show

eer Open Mic Every Monday @ 8:30
Aug. 27 - Montana Slim. roots, Biuecrass
Aug. 28 - For The Funk Of It...
¢ DJ KNUTZ & Friends

Aug. 29 - Fickle Hill Billies «Rock s rox
s
Aug. 30 - Rubberneckerwit
|
Svelte Velvet
Sept. 4 - Live @ Sub’s - trom australia
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HAVE A HOUSING
HORROR STORY?
The

Lumberjack is

planning a

ousing

0

Send your stories, photos and tips
to: thejack@humboldt.edu.

Silent Giants
tribute
Dead .
Gratetitis
Sept. 5 & 6 - Cubens
Sept. 11 - Compost Mountain Boys
Sept. 13 - Wiretapped,
Machines Go Wrong
Electronica / Dance

Sept. 16 - Joseph Israel, Lafa Taylor
+ Reggae, HipHop —

Sept. 22 - Yellowman - Reggae

Sept. 23 - Hot Buttered Rum siuesrass
Check www.humboldtbrews.com for latest music info.
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The Schatz Energy
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Research Center (SERC)

will celebrate the grand
opening of a working
prototype hydrogen
fueling station on Sept. 4.
The station is located next
to the parking lot near
Harry Griffith Hall.

Solutions

:
Fastest Dial-up

Gees eee

High Speed DSL
Best business rates

Orlandi Valuta Services

Open Monday-Friday
10-6 » Saturday 10-5

1102 5th Street
Eureka * 445.9022

Wireless Broadband
Call for new access locations

www.asis.com
info@asis.com

Kim Sekas, who

works in Alumni
Relations at Humboldt

US

State University, said

that the speakers at the
ceremony will include
Congressman Mike
Thompson, Humboldt
State University President
Rollin Richmond,

at 11 a.m.

The facility is one
of the few in the
state
of California and is the
first and only within the
California State University
system. There are 40
fueling stations currently
located in the state. It is
the first hydrogen fueling
station in the state built
by a research lab and
specifically designed to
closely monitor every step
in the fueling and storing

process.

“We're trying to
develop the technology,”
said Dr. Peter Lehman,
director of SERC. “[We’re]
trying to work all the bugs
out.”
Though hydrogen
is a cleaner fuel than
traditional gasoline,
SERC is trying to make
the station even greener.
the electrical power that
the station uses to create
hydrogen to a solar source.

“Right now, we're just
getting electricity from
the grid - from the same
university,” said Lehman.
on

In addition, the roof
of the station is slanted,
which allows any hydrogen
that does leak to float away
from the station.

Presently, the
university has a parttime lease on only one
car, which is shared by
members of SERC and
some university faculty
members. The car is
designed to give the
researchers data about
its performance at every

Hydrogen is a light
enough gas to rise high
above most of the earth’s
atmosphere. If it does
explode, it burns quickly
and completely - unlike
liquid fuels, which can
continue burning.

to improve the technology
and work out any bugs.
This is a process that,
according to SERC Senior
Research Engineer Greg
Chapman, might take 20-

30 years.

“It’s not a near-term
thing,” said Chapman.

.

Safety is a rather big
concern when dealing
with hydrogen. Hydrogen
is a very combustible gas,
which makes storing it
safely a high priority. “Any
said Lehman. Hydrogen is
no exception.
The hydrogen that
fuels the station is stored
in two storage tanks,
each made of 1-inch-thick
steel. The station itself is
equipped with hydrogen
sensing equipment, flame
detectors and emergency

this article

on-line

ace 4) ent
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ARCATA

When talking about
the future of hydrogen as
a fuel, Lehman said that
accidents could occur.
“There will be accidents,
but by and large, they'll
be pretty benign,” said
Lehman.

refueling, to allow them

fuel can be dangerous,”

They hope to convert

Comment

shut-off equipment.

The station creates
re 8.4 gallons of
usable hydrogen per day,
which is enough to fuel
three cars on a regular
basis.

California Department of
Transportation District 1
Director Charlie Fielder,
and SERC Director Peter
Lehman. The Ceremony
takes place at the station

source as the rest of the

The new hydrogen powered vehicle draws a crowd at the staff and faculty
barbeque Aug. | 6. | Torrey Hartman

Members of SERC
are optimistic about the
pomscet, Lehman said that
e’s been approached
by Eureka city officials,
asking questions about
what it would take to
establish a hydrogenpowered bus system.
While such a system
won’t be possible for some
years, Lehman believes
that it will someday be
possible.

pORGANIC-

“I hope that this is the
beginning of something.”
said Lehman.
Adrian Emery may be
contacted at

awe2@humboldt.edu.

at www.thejackonline.org
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Sustainability
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PeaceCorps
Interview on Campus

Sept.23Apply Online by 9/17

for this round of

S

we

fall interviews at HSU.

www. peacecorps. gov
| hdriscoll@peacecorps.gov

different

possible, that it

solutions, not ideas."

was an important aspect

Community Colleges

Maynard emphasized
that conference organizers
tried to bring in people
who have been actively
working sustainable
solutions to show others
that sustainability is
possible.

said.

gathered in San Louis
Obispo at the beginning
of August for the seventh
annual California
University Sustainability
Conference.
Over 850 students,
faculty, staff and
administrators attended
the four-day conference
to discuss energyefficient, cost-efficient

‘included 13 different
topic tracks including energy,
food systems,
transportation,

waste-reduction and
recycling, as well as
water, agriculture

and landscaping, said
Katie Maynard, a

Sessions on the
food systems track, for
example, focused on such
issues as what it really
means to be organic and
local, looking for pesticidefree food and how to
create a sustainable food
system like those of UC

Davis and UC Santa Cruz.

"There are different
things to consider when
talking about food on
campus," Maynard said.
The conference was

puurely per le peer and
against 4 major types of HPV. These include 2 types that cause
about 70% of cervical cancer and 2 types that cause about 90% of
genital warts. The vaccine is available for girls and women ages
12-26 and is covered by MediCal and most insurances.
Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
3225 Timber Fall Court
Eureka, CA 95503
Www. ppeureka.org

Schedule an appointment today!
Call 442-5700
-

ocused on bringing real
solutions, she said.

"It's entirely peerto-peer," Maynard said.

"That means that the
manager of an organic
farm can come and show

us that everything they

future resources

of the conference, England

"To learn about the
ideas of people and know
that there are a whole
network of people working
on these things made
me come back to Davis
recharged and motivated,"
he said. "It's good to step
back and instead of being
caught up in the details,
think about why we are
working on these issues."

Keynote speakers
included Lieutenant
Governor and UC
Regent John Garamendi,
President of the Apollo
Alliance Jerome Ringo
and President of the
UC Davis won an
U.S. Partnership for
overall sustainable
Education and Sustainable
design award for the
Development Debra Rowe. - Tahoe Center for
Environmental Sciences,

a research building in

¢ think that the

has laid out
aggressive
aus ainability

goals

99

- Sid Enalan,
environmental planner

conference organizer.

The HPV vaccine offered at Six Rivers Planned Parenthood protects

people for

California, California State

University and California

The conference

Info sessions on campus:
WWw.peacecorps.gov/events

do is

possible

higher education under

Student Loans Deferred.

WIRE

actually works. We present

the theme "Putting
sustainability to
work."

Combine with Grad School.

800.424.8580

epresentatives

done t e University of

and environmentally
sustainable solutions for
the future of California

Two-year assignments begin
summer & fall 2009.
70+ Countries of Service.

|

ANGELA RUGGIERO | The California Aggie

for15%
5% O OFF ®
All regularly priced merchandise
No further discounts

THE

|

Representatives

from over 30 community
colleges, 20 out of the
23 CSUs, all the UCs and
some private California
colleges attended the
conference.
"I think that the UC has laid out very
aggressive sustainability
goals," said Sid England,
environmental planner
for the Office of Resource
Management and Planning
at UC Davis who attended
the conference.
"Meeting those goals
is going to be challenging,
and getting people to learn
and strategize those goals
are the most important
aspects in participation in
the conference."
Networking with other
universities and meeting

Incline Village, Nevada

completed in 2006.
Bill Starr, the

project manager for the
Tahoe center, hopes the
building will serve as an
example for others.
"I think it's always
great to be able to show
what you can do because
it changes the goal sets
for other campuses," Starr
said.
One of the key
challenges designers of
the Tahoe center faced
was making a lab building
- which typically uses
four to six times more
energy
than an office
building of the same size environmentally friendly.
The building that

resulted uses 60 percent
less energy and 66
percent less water than
a traditional structure
of the same function. It
features a system that uses
rainwater collected on the
roof to flush toilets in the
building.
"I hope to see all our
proces get better and
etter as we move along,"
Starr said.

Tues
noo!
445
S.T.I
Mon
Noo
260
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Primal Decor -it’s not
just
a piece of art its a
lifestyle

Gazette

SETTING

Beauty in Pain

Eureka , August 27, 2008

Controversy through expression

STUDENTS

Follow a good study
session with a daily
dose of Primal Decor

THE

1995

SINCE

STANDARD

S.T.I.L-—Humboldt’s

ARE BACK!

Primal prepares for the return of the

students, The energy is up and when

best

kept

STL or also know as
@+#"! that | like has
— become one of the best
kept secrets of Humboldt. Its tucked away in
Eureka betwee Applebees and philly cheese
steak on Broadway. It
carries Custom and production glass pieces. It is
also full of great books,

secret

we asked Jennifer , one of the best
piercers here in Humboldt County
what her favorite thing was about
HSU being back in session she said “

That all of my friends are back from
visiting family this summer and I get
an opportunity to make a bunch of
new friends!” We could feel her excitement and love for the Humboldt
Fae taken —

a si captures Jennifer excitement

What

slickers, insense, savage

* plants, mushroom kils,
sheesha, and hookahs.
STILis also Humboldt’s

State student body .

can you fit in your

hole?

local outlet far Roller
Derby supplies and gear.

After hearing Primal had jewelry for every gauge hole we
had to investigate. When entering the door you are greeting
by Ms. Taylor Depew, Primal’s
hostest with the mostest. She
happily enlighten us to the
many styles of both large and
small gauged jewelry. It comes
in Stone, varieties of wood,
bone, horn, vegan nuts, glass,
implant grade metals. One
thing is for sure whether you're
trying to keep it tight or stretch’

Come visit and we can
hook you up with what
you need!

2940 Broadway unit E

New Trend?

it out Primal can fit your needs. |

“Do you do surface piercings?” Seems to be a more
common question at Primal

©

HOnre
Primal

Humboldt Roller Derby @
is looking for women
21 and over to come
skate! They train you,
they have skates and
pads to borrow. If you
want to just help out

noon-6pm

Volunteers.

445-2609
S.T.LL

Mon-Sat
Noon-6pm
260-0210

» early 90’s. The only new
thing we see is a fresh
batch of piercing virgins

needing help in shocking
the parents for the up

‘coming break and we are
always down to help the
cause .” Jennifer at Primal
says “Your first time
should be special and I

they need REFS and

Tues—Sat.

:

|
|

RaqHELL # 10/6 - always a hot tamale to gouP
against.

6

For more information
please go to
”

www.humbolatrollerderby.

hate to brag but I am good
at what I do. Come feel the
difference and if I can not
fulfill your needs Jason can
step in and hook you up.”

Only members on
the Northcoast!

= com,

Next bout October 11th

Decor. What does Primal
think of this new trend? “
New? We have been doing
surface piercings since the

*-

A 1p HTN

ERC

ae)

ERS www. safepiercing. org
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Study:
Agent Orange linked
to high cancer risk

.
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factor in the current study,

UC-Davis Cancer
Center physicians
announced the results last
week of the largest study
to date that shows Agent
Orange exposure is a high
risk factor for developing
the disease in veterans.

etween the exposed and
non-exposed groups with
statistical confidence. The
study examined medical
reports from 1998 - 2006,
reflecting the tendency for
the disease to develop in
men later in life. -

Agent Orange is a
mixture of chemicals that

Analysis showed that
twice as many veterans
in the exposed group had

contains TCDD, which

is classified as a known
human carcinogen,
according to the American
Cancer Society website.
U.S. forces sprayed large
quantities of the substance
on Vietnam during the war
to kill plants that enemies
used for cover.

“There is limited
evidence so far associating
[Agent Orange] with
prostate cancer,” said
Karim Chamie, lead author

of the study, in an online
briefing.
He and other
physicians at the

department of urology
analyzed medical
reports for over 13,000
veterans enrolled in the
Department of Veteran

airs Northern California

Health Care System.

Roughly half of the

ee

Willow

and Libation

(707) 826-1624 |
Locally Made Apparel, Organic Fibers, Fair Trade

Several shortcomings
in previous studies - small
sample size and young age
of patients - were not a

Aging veterans
exposed to Agent Orange
during the Vietnam War
now have more reason.
to worry about prostate
cancer, according toa
University of CaliforniaDavis study.

cancer.

Between

WIRE

ELAINE HSIA | The California Aggie

Research has linked
the now-banned herbicide
with varying extent to
many different types of

On the Plaza, Arcata

THE

veterans were exposed
to Agent Orange and the
rest had no documented
exposure while stationed
in Vietnam during the
years it was widely
sprayed.

Chamie said. By examining
a large population, the
authors compared other

pee

cancer risk factors

prostate cancer, while
other risk factors - race,

body-mass index and
smoking - did not differ
significantly between
the two groups. Exposed
veterans were also more
likely to be diagnosed with
the most aggressive form
of the disease and at a
younger age compared to
non-exposed veterans.
“Just as those with
a family history of
prostate cancer or who
are of African American

heritage are screened

more frequently, so too
should men with Agent
Orange exposure be given
riority consideration
or all the screening and
diagnostic tools we have at
our disposal in the hopes
of early detection and
treatment of this disease,”
said Ralph deVere White,
a study co-author and
UC-Davis Cancer Center
director, in an online
briefing.
Like other high-risk
groups, Vietnam veterans
exposed to Agent Orange
during the war are
advised to screen yearly
for prostate cancer, said
Robert Owen, chief of

environmental medicine
at San Francisco VA

Medical Center, who
is not connected to the

study. They are eligible for
monetary compensation .
and medical treatment for
the disease from VA.
“The VA has been

following these veterans
as high risk [for prostate
cancer] for years,” Owen

said. “The additional

attention this study
brings to the issue should
be helpful in reaching
veterans who are not

already aware of this
association and their need
for active surveillance.”

The National Academy
of Sciences Institute of
Medicine has established
a committee of experts to
evaluate evidence of health
effects from exposure
to herbicides, including
Agent Orange, and to

advise the Secretary of
Veteran Affairs on related
policy issues. The Institute
currently designates
porae cancer as having
imited suggestive
evidence of association
with Agent Orange

exposure.

“[This] study will be

reviewed for the next
update along with all
of the other relevant
information on

prostate

cancer that has

been

developed,” said David

Butler, senior program
officer at the National
Academy of Sciences
Institute of Medicine, in
an e-mail interview. “The

committee will weigh the
strengths and weaknesses
of these studies and make
its determination [for the

designation] based on all
of the available evidence.”
The study will be

published in the Sept.
15 issue of the journal
Cancer.
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During the month of February
2008, the WASC team visited
Humboldt State and set a number
of goals for the university to meet
before its next visit in Spring
2009. Humboldt State President
Rollin Richmond addressed

step further on our educational
semester, Humboldt State has a
new Associated Students Council.
With new members comes new
challenges, which call for teamwork
and increased communication.

these concerns in his Fall 2008
convocation speech and detailed
campus diversity and program
prioritization as areas that need
improvement.

Sports Editor
Selena),

a

Nowhere to go but up

Stephanie Haller

Editorial

De s
‘

Returning and new students:
welcome to Humboldt State
University! Each year is a fresh
horizon of opportunities, and a
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It has become clear to the
Returning students may remember

Lumberjack that students, faculty
and administration need to
cooperate and work together to

that the last semester ended
on a sour note for a number of
people, including students and staff
members. On a range of issues
from University Center plans to
AS elections, there were strong

overcome the issues our campus
faces. These issues range from
budget shortages to fulfilling
requirements put to the university
by the Western Association of

disagreements and feelings of
mistrust.

Schools and Colleges (WASC)
accreditation committee.

It is crucial that the university
and AS work together to
address student needs and to
make progress on campus-wide

challenges. For Associated Students,
this means moving forward. For the
students, this means the incoming

Council should not be held
responsible nor be forced to pay

for last year’s events.
The Associated Students Council
deserves a fresh start and rather
than focus on the past, should
focus on the future. Spirited
debates are needed more than
ever - the issues our campus faces
cannot be overcome without a

wide range of input and ideas, and
these ideas can only come from
you. It’s time we take back our
campus.

Statement
WAVee amon conn Taaar

a watchdog of those
instituting policy that
affects students and their
surrounding communities.

We aew a newspaper for
students, by students. Our
goals are honesty, accuracy
and originality in reporting.

We will hold ourselves
accountable for errors in
We invite all
our reporting.
readers to participate.

This is your newspaper.
Stowe

Olan
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Softball got’s
some guts
Dear Editor,

What a class act! I say that, as many moons ago I played several
years of competitive baseball and softball, to a remarkable group of

young ladies and coach Cheek who demonstrated that the seemingly
impossible is possible.

We are members of one of
the most powerful generations

Years ago one of my neighbors was Gerry Staley (somewhat famous
major league knuckleballer). He told me that the true marks of a great

in history. At close to 70 million
strong, Generation Y is a positive
force for change in today’s

team, in addition to talent, involved intestinal fortitude (guts), a belief

in oneself and their teammates, and a willingness to give 150% every
day. Gerry, there is a bunch of quite attractive young ladies who wore
green and gold jerseys that proved you right once again, along with a
coach who kept the faith.

Finally, a very belated thank you to Congress for including Title IX in
the Civil Rights Act, which, mandated that colleges and universities
provide approximately equal athletic opportunities to females and
males. As we have just seen, brains, beauty and athletic talent are not
incompatible. (exclude coach Cheek from the second element noted).

Sincerely,

Bruce

Haston

workplace. Though it’s often
said that Generations X and Y
are the first generations since
the Depression to not do better

financially than their parents,
today’s generation has a variety of
advantages.
The optimism of Generation
Y is both.its defining attribute

and greatest asset. According to a
Department of Labor survey 61
percent of 13-25-year-olds consider
making a difference in the world
their personal responsibility. As
children we were told by our

parents and teachers that we could

Professor Emeritus

The Bicgn

Submission Policy
Submissions must be addressed to Opinion Editor Karina Gonzalez.
Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for e-mail submissions.
Letters to'the editor may not exceed 350 words.
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and spelling.
We reserve the right to edit profanity and obscenity and may hold
content for any reason.

be anything we wanted to be when
we grew up, that we could change
the world, and in many ways they
were right. We can!
I graduated from Humboldt
State in the Fall of 2006. I’m
writing from the perspective of
a recent graduate on the cusp
between both Generations X and
Y. It is with a year and a half of
experience in the working world
that I will share with you some of
the things I’ve learned.
As a new graduate it’s vital
that you go out in the world
and explore your options. It’s no

longer a taboo to have gaps in your
resume that you spent volunteering
or traveling, in fact, that gives you
depth as a person and an employee.
I would encourage anyone who can
to take at least a couple months
after graduation to find your ~
bearings and get centered before
you enter the workforce. Whether
you spend it backpacking across

Europe, volunteering, or just
reflecting on what you want to do

your own” and akin to nepotism,

but networking is merely building
relationships with people, and
~ that’s an important skill in any job.
Expect to have a lot of different
jobs and even different careers in
your lifetime. Gone are the days
when people worked for the same
company for fifty years and were

given a gold watch when they
retired. This is actually a good
thing. It allows you try out a great
many jobs and careers to find what
makes you happy. Also what makes
you happy at age 22 won’t always
be what makes you happy at age
42. It also allows you to constantly
be learning and growing as a
professional rather than stagnating.
Some of the jobs you have you

will like. They will be a good fit for
your personality and skill set. Some °
of the jobs you have you won’ like;
they’re not necessarily bad jobs,
just not a good fit for you. You
can learn a lot from both of these
situations about what you do and
don’t want in a job and if a career
path is right for you. Don’t give up

hope if you end up with a string of
jobs that aren’t good fits for you.
You'll find one that is eventually.

Learn the art of salary
negotiation. If you don’t
negotiate you may be cheating

yourself out of thousands of
dollars. Make sure to research
the position you are applying for
and it’s responsibilities, and get
information on the national and
state averages for what similar
positions are paid, and don’t be
shy to negotiate. Sometimes if an

employer can’t offer a higher salary
they are willing to negotiate on
non-salary perks such as vacation,
flextime, telecommuting options,
and health benefits. You’re not

being audacious if you negotiate,

in life. I wish I had taken more
time to figure out what I wanted

in fact some employers will respect
you more if you do.

New contributors may be given preference over return contributors.

before diving head first into the
working world.

A very wise journalism
professor once told me that

Please include your name, telephone number, city of residence, and
affiliation with relevant campus or community organizations.

Don’t underestimate the
importance of networking. It’s not
just a Career Center cliche. Some
of the best jobs I’ve ever gotten
were though my network. Your
network is larger than you think,
friends, classmates, professors,
family, bosses, co-workers, and the
alumni association to name a few.
I used to think that leveraging your
network was not “getting a job on

HSU students should provide their major and class standing.

We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and

All aaareldaiaas

other items.

oy must be received by

Friday hanks ea ra 5

you have to have your priorities

straight. Jobs come and go but
your health, family and friends are
permanent. Don’t sacrifice any of
those things for a job, no matter

how good the salary and benefits.

Jill Koelling
Former Editor of the Lumberjack

Conference (est. 1954)

richest men in America... the hub

was held in Chantilly,

of a vast network of financiers,
industrialists and politicians whose

Virginia from June 5th to the 8th.
Bilderberg “comprises around
200 top elitists in government,

banking, business, media and
academia who meet annually in
semi-secrecy and manipulate the
world, yet are subject to little or
no mainstream media scrutiny”,
as described in recent coverage on
Prisonplanet.com. Bilderberg is a
summit of shadowy organizations

and clearly violates the 1799 Logan
Act restricting unauthorized US
citizens from negotiating foreign
affairs. Among those who gather
are mainstream media owners,
war-criminal-extraordinaire Henry

Kissinger (still guiding policy in the
White House), Secretary of State

Condoleeza Rice, Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke, disgraced
former World Bank President
Paul Wolfowitz and elitist David

Rockefeller, among many others
_ from across the globe.
Rockefeller alone illustrates

how much power is wielded by
these men who are exempt from
our laws. Bill Moyers described

notified during takeoff and then
Obama’s spokesperson denied

each country, and the economy
of the world as a whole,” as

intentionally deceiving them
to protect a “private meeting.”
Meanwhile, Obama flew into

revealed by Professor Carroll

reach encircles the globe.” David
Rockefeller founded the Trilateral
Commission when he chaired

Northern Virginia, coincidentally
while Bilderberg was taking place.

the Council on Foreign Relations

It’s no secret Obama rendezvoused
with Mrs. Clinton that night.
Elitist Jim Johnson (CFR,

(CFR). The Trilateral Commission

envisions world government

composed of three global sectors.
Co-founders Greenspan and
Volcker both became Federal
Reserve Chairmen! Presidents Bush

Trilateralist and Bilderberger)

Sr., Bush Jr., Clinton, and Carter

leading Kerry’s search for a

were also part of the Trilateral
Commission. Groups such as these

running mate in 2004, as covered

has been charged with selecting

Obama’s running mate after

by the NY Times. No surprise

that election was rigged, since

preempt our constitution.

media is of importance. American
political contests and those
worldwide are footnotes of

Kerry and Bush Jr. are Skull and
Bones members. This explains
Kerry quickly conceding the
election despite massive voter
disenfranchisement in Ohio, as

Bilderberg’s power and the media is

reported by Greg Palast.

Some believe the presidential

race covered by the corporate

Media manipulation is no
surprise when groups like CFR

absolutely corrupted (look up “left
gatekeepers” on Google Images

and read Ben Bagdikian’s “Media
Monopoly”). Politicians are

’ have founding missions to “guide”

merely a means to an end, a New
World Order, which is inscribed
on our dollar bills as “NOVUS

American public opinion, now
updated to “inform.” Distorting
our view of the world invites
justification for madness. Founded

ORDO SECLORUM.” CNN’s

by Rockefeller, Warburg and JP

Raw Story covered Obama’s press

Morgan, CFR is intent on creating

Quigley (who authored Tragedy

and Hope) through CFR’s
internal documents. CFR’s roster
includes VP Dick Cheney and
the California State University
Chancellor Charles B. Reed (since
1987). These men, as members

of previously mentioned groups,
hold allegiances that undermine
the free will of the people. Cheney
chuckled at a CFR dinner that

he concealed his membership
from voters. “Secrecy,” as JFK

noted, “is repugnant in a free and
open society,” Cheney thinks its
amusing.
Skull and Bones (est. 1832) is a

secret society from Yale University.
This Faustian Fraternity was
founded by William Russell after
visiting Germany’s Illuminati (est.
1776, University of Ingolstadt).

- The Russell family fortune
originated from the infamous
opium trades before Big Pharma

University was named, served them

as well. This company was the
owner of property destroyed during
the Boston Tea Party in 1773, an

unquestioningly pivotal event in
fomenting revolution from Britain.
Thomas Jefferson knew “if a
nation expects to be ignorant and
free... it expects what never was and

never will be,” so learn the truth,
it will set you free. Can you take
on the task of unshackling yourself
and your family from the matrix of

power? The game is rigged and as
Americans, we should take no part

in this corrupt charade. Whether
you entertain the enormity of
coordinated conspiracies or not,

these power circles ultimately
exist. Research the content of this
yourself, do your homework, what
you find will be shocking and
urgent for you to understand. Alex
Jones’s “Endgame: Blueprint for
Global Enslavement” on Google
Video and lectures from Jordan
Maxwell, Alan Watt and John
Taylor Gatto are useful resources.

The world is a stage, will you
continue to spectate or become one

i
h

of the actors?

ry)

doped up the masses. The British
East India Company made massive

N

riches from opium and spice

Jason

Robo

trades; Elihu Yale, for whom Yale -

Humboldt State Student

Uh

Rockefeller as “the unelected if

on board. An outraged press was

“a world system of financial
control, in private hands... to
dominate the political system of

entourage being duped into flying
to Chicago, thinking Obama was

—t

he 2008 Bilderberg

indisputable chairman of the
American Establishment... one of
the most powerful, influential and
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KHSU FLAVORIS RIGHT ON THE DIAL
John

|.

Carters

I want to go on the record, as a self-paying HSU student and KHSU
listener, in hearty disapproval of your perceived intention to alter the flavor

editorial cartoons,
Lhe

Lumberjack
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of KHSU, both by financial shell-games and programming modifications.
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1) I do have a question about shell-games; having taken over KHSU’s
rainy day fund, are you now going to spend it for non-KHSU projects?
Or better yet, does your categorization of the funds allow you to spend
it so? Sometimes people say they won't do a thing, but hide the fact that
they can do that thing until later when the waters are quiet. This would
be a travesty, especially if that money was spent by the time KHSU really
needed it after the presumtive continued cutting of its budget.
2) Democracy Now! is one of my favorite broadcasts due to the fact
specifically because it highlights the detrimental effects of over-bearing
corporate power. I am not alone at HSU asa believer in corporate
dis-empowerment. Is this why you and Richmond want to get rid of
+t?

Lam sure that it makes HSU less attractive to corporate leeches (and

oOo

3) Lastly, I am glad “Winter Soldier” made your blood boil! It’s
supposed to! These are testimonials from this nation’s soldiers who have
come back and witnessed real-life events from a horribly mis-managed war,
with little to no accountability for atrocities which amount to war crimes
in many cases.

Done in our name, with our seal of approval!

It pisses me

off too!
But it seems this is not the cause for your distress. You seem to be mad
that people would even talk about it! Would you censor them? Puta gag
order on these wounded hearts? It seems as if you are more of a mind to
blind us all to reality than inform us of events which are important to us.
This makes me not at all confidant in your intentions in relation to KHSU
and makes me doubt that you should have any authority at all at a school
like HSU.

Hric

Gregory

Enviromental Science

For more news check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.org
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strenuously protest and will protest attempts to de-air DN!.

©

Re: Recent actions regarding KHSU

returnof

spinning out of the radio from right (er, left) here on campus. I most

Ss

Ihe

more attractive to us “lefty progressives”), having the corporate antidote
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To: Mr. Gunsalus, VP University Advancement
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“We don’t want the same old thing. We want something new.”
- Senator Barack Obama (Democrat from Illinois)

n behalfof
the League of
Women Voters
of Humboldt County, I
welcome you to a new school

year and an exciting time in
American democracy. This fall
voters will have an opportunity

to help decide the direction
of our country. Some of you
may be excited to cast your
first vote in an American
election while others may
work on a political campaign
for the first time. I commend

you for helping to make
democracy work. For those

of you, however, who think
your vote doesn’t count, please
reconsider.
Making democracy work
is the goal of the League and
its mission is to inform and
_ encourage participation in

government. Democracy
works best when all get
involved. This election cycle
has seen a huge increase in
young adults participating.
More are registering to vote,
actively supporting candidates,
rallying around issues, and even contributing monetarily.

As president of your local
League, I want to encourage
you to continue this trend. The
November elections present
candidates and issues that may
well determine the future of
our cities, states and nation.
The nation’s direction and our
future need your involvement.
Decisions made now will affect
all of us and the League wants
you to be involved in those
decisions.

If you are unfamiliar
with the League of Women
Voters, we are a nonpartisan
political organization that
encourages the informed

and active participation of
citizens in government, works

to increase understanding of
major public policy issues,
and influences through
education and advocacy. The
League does not support or

to serve as the local League

oppose any political party or
any candidate. To this end,

of Women Voters president.

we provide free, nonpartisan

I invite all men and women

information regarding ballot
measures, as well as the
League's issue positions. You
may have seen the Pros and
Cons, Easy Voter Guide, and
In Depth publications in
previous elections. Your local
League works diligently to
circulate these publications.
This year, the publications
will be available in September
online, in branches of the
county library, and other
public places.
If youre interested in
knowing more, please visit
the League of Women Voters
Humboldt County Web site at
www.lwvhc.org. You will find
election information as well
as links to state and national
League of Women Voters

of voting age to find out
more about how you can get
involved in your local League,

Web sites. I also encourage
you to visit www.smartvoter.

org, an interactive Web site
that provides voters with
comprehensive nonpartisan
information about the contests
on their ballot in an easyto-use presentation. Smart
Voter also provides a means
for candidates to publish
information about themselves
and their candidacy directly to
voters. Check it out next time
you are online.
This election season
is underway and moving

forward at full speed. Please
remember that you must
register by October 20 to
vote in the November 4th
election. Registration forms
are available at post offices and
on campus. The Humboldt
County Elections Office can
be contacted at 445-7481. It
is important to be aware that

if you are voting by mail in a
county other than Humboldt,
your ballot must be submitted
to that county’s election office,
not to a Humboldt County
voting precinct.

In closing, I am delighted

its nonpartisan role in the
democratic process, and its
activities. We are holding our

annual membership brunch on
September 27. Local League
members will be on hand to

help you find out more about
how to get involved and Linda
Craig, the Advocacy Chair of

the League of Women Voters
of California, will speak on

Presumptive Republican presidential nominee John McCain’s chief

economic advisor, the former economist & U.S. Senator Phil Gramm, gave the
following arrogant, dimwitted diagnosis of our nation’s financial downturn:
“You've heard of a mental depression; this is a mental recession... We've sort of
become a nation of whiners.”
Like usual, the Democratic Party’s 2008 presidential nominee, Senator
Brack Obama, responded with both wit and wisdom:
“America already has one Dr. Phil. We don’t need another when it comes to

the economy... we need someone to fix the economy... it’s not just a figment of your

imagination!... It’s time we had a president who doesn't deny our problems or blame
the American people...”
Dr. Phil Gramm, who was the odds-on favorite to become Treasury
Secretary in a potential McCain Administration (until Gramm rhetorically

reduced the Republican presidential nominee’s election prospects to rubble), was

then immediately ‘thrown under-the-bus’ by the Republican Dr. Phil’s longtime friend and political ally John McCain, in a desperate attempt at damage
control:
“I think Senator Gramm would be in serious consideration for Ambassador to
Belarus. Although, I’m not sure the citizens of Minsk would welcome that.”
Too little, too late for the 71-year-old Senator McCain! As some readers

redistricting, an important
issue on this fall’s ballot. The

may recall, Arizona’s John McCain was one of the most vocal supporters of Dr.
Phil Gramm’s failed campaign for the Republican presidential nomination back

event is free to guests, the
information priceless, and

in 1996,
In fact, in 1996, then-Senator Phil Gramm proposed many of the very
same plutocratic economic policies that are currently being recycled by 2008
Republican giveaways of public land and our dwindling natural resources to
multinational oil companies, including destructive oil drilling in national parks
and off the coast of California and Florida; gigantic corporate tax cuts leading
to ballooning budget deficits, and of course so-called “free” trade, leading to the
loss of tens-of millions of unionized American manufacturing jobs, all so that

the food delicious. If you
would like to attend, please
R.S.V.P. to 444-9252 or vote@

lwvhc.org. If transportation is
needed, let us know.

In case you are wondering,
membership in the League
of Women Voters is open
to all U.S. citizens of voting
age, both women and men.

Others may join as Associate
members. Annual membership
dues are $50 for an Individual,

$75 for a Household and $50
for an Associate membership.
Please email or call to inquire
-about the Membership Dues

Assistance Program if you
are experiencing financial
difficulty and would like to
join.

Remember, the future is

determined by action today
and the issues before us are
too important to ignore.

Democracy is a participatory
activity and we all must share
in the elective process to make
our voices heard. Register, vote
and make a difference.

Dr. Sharolyn L.
Hutton
President of The League of
Women Voters of Humboldt
County

ultra-rich corporate executives could see their personal stock portfolios inflated

even further, while millions of American families simultaneously continue to
sink further into debt just to pay their monthly bills!
And John McCain’s conservative chief economic advisor, Dr. Phil Gramm,
has the nerve to call the United States of America “a nation of whiners?” Give
me a break!
Contrary to the erroneous claims made by the Republican Party and their
surrogates posing as “journalists” in the corporate media, Barack Obama does

want to give you a break - a tax break, that is. In fact, if your annual income is
between $37,000 and $66,000, you will receive (on average) an annual federal
income tax cut of $1042 under Senator Obama’s plan.

McCain’s miserly campaign only offers those same working families a measly

$319 annual tax cut. John McCain, however, does want to reduce the already
historically-low corporate tax rate by an ADDITIONAL 30 PERCENT. (As if
ExxonMobil actually needed to fleece any additional money from the pockets of

struggling American families.)

Under Senator Obama’s plan, Americans making under $250,000 annually
will pay no additional federal taxes. In fact, senior citizens earning less than
$50,000 annually will pay no federal income taxes whatsoever, if Obama
becomes President.
Senator Obama proposes paying for these tax cuts for working families in

‘a responsible fashion. Instead of the classic Republican Party tactic of running
up the national debt and passing the buck to future generations, Obama will
offset any potential losses in federal revenue by a necessary - and at this time
in American history, an unquestionably justifiable - increase in tax rates for

corporations and the ultra-rich. Yes, rich Republicans, it is time for those who

have taken so much from the public, to give some of it back. It is time for

change.

Fanatic flip-Alopper John McCain, however, has again switched political

positions on the question of taxes. No doubt, you will recall that McCain was
once a vociferous opponent of George W. Bush & Dick Cheney's reckless,

financially irresponsible tax cuts for the rich, but in McCain’s quest to bend-

over-backwards for the amusement of the radical right-wing base of the
Republican Party, John McCain flip-opped yet again and now supports
making Bush & Cheney’s tax cuts for the rich permanent!
Ironically, as John McCain himself once said, “That's not change we can
believe in.” And folks, John McCain is not a candidate we can believe in either.

Jake Pickering
Social Worker

g
For more news check us out on the web at www.thejackonline.or
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WHAT’S
GOIN’ ON?

Women’s
Soccer
Mon., Sept.

|

Lower Soccer Field
Academy of Art @
Humboldt

State

7:00

oan

Women’s
Soccer
5

A Humboldt State player falls under an UCSD Tritons player in an undated photo. | Stephanie Haller

Get ready for soccer season!

on

Sg

Jamie Hay
Sports Editor
Men’s

Soccer

Summer vacation is over and
the Redwood Bow! is full of pumped
up soccer players, ready for the

Fri., Sept. 5
Lower Soccer Field
Oregon Tech @
Humboldt

State

6:00

p.m.

new season to start.

Both men’s

and women’s soccer spent weeks
practicing and holding scrimmages
that have prepared the teams for the

season opener.

Cross Country
Sun., Sept. 6
Patrick's

8:45

Point

Invitational

After last season, the women are
looking to improve their 4-13 record.

The men are looking to utilize their
defense to get them farther this
season. Head coach of both men’s
and women’s soccer, Andy Cumbo,

a.m

is expecting both teams to be in the

top

four of the conference.

For the

men’s team, “our key to winning

is

defense,” said coach Cumbo. About
the women’s team coach Cumbo

said, “camaraderie is good. They

just need to believe in themselves
and understanding the system.”

Women’s
Soccer
Sun., Sept. 6
Lower Soccer

Field

Simpson University @)
Humboldt State 7:00 p.m.

Both teams have taken
advantage of the new freshmen
players. Cumbo feels freshman
Gracey Gartell is doing very

Want

to get

into

the

Sports

well, and Karen Potoni has great
potential. Added to the men’s team
were seven new Lumberjacks.

last year’s conference winner,
Chico State. The team also faces
stiff competition from one of their

Russell Vernon, and Max Korbus
have made as impacte in the
back field, while Lyle Menkl, E.J.

of California at San Diego. If they
can conquer those games, they will
have enough momentum to achieve
their goal and take on conference
championship.

Coach Cumbo said Kete Meskill,

Schneekluth, and Jeff Chiefer were

added to mid-field, and Kyle Verle is
in as goal keeper.

Between the newly added talent
and the returning expierence,
these teams are on fire. Last year’s
freshmen came in and improved
vastly over the course of the spring
semester, and the same is expected
this year.
Aug. 28 is the season opener for
the women against Western Oregon,
and the girls are “excited and ready
to get back to conference play,” said

Sophmore Tamlyn Tsubota.

Add

your

event

on-line

toughest opponents, Goer

For men, their biggest challenge

will be against last year’s undefeated

Sonoma State. They have plenty of
time to prepare for that since that
game is the end of next month.

The men’s season opener is
Aug. 31 at Notre Dame de Namur
while the women’s is Aug. 28 at
Monmouth Oregon against Western
Oregon.
Fan Carson Mack is excited for
the season to begin.

“Good luck to both teams in

their season!”

Both teams have a challenging
season ahead of them. The women’s
biggest challenge will be against

Calendar?

coac

Jamie Hay may be contacted at

jamiehay4sports@gmail.com

at www.thejackonline.org/calendar

AE SOLER, 8

Lower Soccer Field
Oregon Tech @
Humboldt State 7:00 p.m.

BPI
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Woodstra’s run as
USA coach ends
with silver

- The U.S.

Olympic Women’s Indoor
Volleyball Team had its
run toward a first-ever
Olymp ie Games gold
medal end just short of
the target with a loss to
top ranked-Brazil 1525, 25-18, 13-25, 25-21

Saturday evening in the
Olympic Games title
match at Beijing’s Capital
Gymnasium.

career, Humboldt

State head coach Sue
Woodstra played a major
role in a silver-medal
accomplishment, this
time as the first assistant
coach. The U.S. silver
medal matched its
previous best finish from
eee

i

!

i

:

+

*

Woodstra has been
on leave from HSU for

more than a year while

helping guide the team
in its successful run

through international

competition. She also

Courtesy of Sports Information

World

Cup.

China, the 2004

summer’s Pan American

2008

Games.

a 25-16, 21-25, 25-13,

bronze medal with

Haneef-Park (Laguna

something

Hills, Calif.) added 12

to say to the

Lumberjack?

Send

us an e-mail

with Shannon.

“T feel the
responsibility to be a good
leader with consistency
and by setting a good
example,” Briney said.

Since practice began
Monday, the Jacks have
been scrimmaging twoon-two and six-on-six
tournaments in an effort
to measure overall skills
and see where each
player stands. Secondyear interim head
coach James Kealalio
says he is impressed
with the development
he’s witnessed thus
far, especially from the ©

Shannon, a 5-6 native
of Pioneer, Calif., averaged

“The returning core
group is very strong,”
Kealalio said. “I expect a
lot from them and hope
that the newcomers will
help push the pace.”
Last season the
Jacks finished with a1016 overall record, with

Kealalio directing the

program while HSU head
coach Sue Woodstra
served an assignment
as assistant coach with

the USA national team.
- Woodstra will rejoin
the HSU program once
her duties at the Beijing

Olympics are completed.

Returning leaders to
the Lumberjack squad
include four veterans
— outside hitter Mallory
Briney,

setter Liz Shannon,

Briney, a 6-1 native
of West Linn, Ore., led
the Lumberjacks last
season, averaging 2.62
kills per game. Briney, a

ills and an ace. Tayyiba

second team all-California
Collegiate Athletic
Association selection, will
share co-captain duties

expect success.

outside hitter Lynsey
Adams, and middle
blocker Danielle Wells.

entire tournmaent,

had not lost a single

Got

rounded out the scoring
with three kills.

Logan Tom (Salt
Lake City, Utah), the
leading scorer in the

match, but ran into a

set in the tournament

(Bloomington, II.)

25-20 victory over Cuba
earlier today.

tallied a team-high 16
oints in the loss with 15

hot Brazil squad that

Scott-Arruda (Baton
Rouge, La.) charted
five kills and two blocks
for seven points, while
Kim Glass (Lancaster,
Pa.) added four kills, an
ace and a block for six
points. Ogonna Nnamani

Championships or FIVB

champion, captured the

reach the gold-medal

kills and two blocks

for 12 points. Danielle

Olympics, FIVB World

Team USA during last

and third-ranked Cuba
in the semifinals to

Bown (Yorba Linda,
Calif.) contributed 10

had never won the

Olympic Games

Italy in the quarterfinals

points via nine kills
and three aces .Heather

before the night started.
Despite recently winning
their seventh World
Grand Prix title, though,
the South Americans

served as head coach of

In the Olympic
Games, the Americans
defeated second-ranked

HSU Sports Information

returners.

the 1984 Olympic Games,

fall

Tatiana Cummings

routine as the Humboldt
State volleyball team has
begun preparation for its
2008 season. And with
a good measure of new
recruits adding to a roster
of eight veterans, the
Jacks have every reason to

Sports Information

when Woodstra was
captain and key player.
Team USA, ranked
fourth in the world by the
FIVB, also finished with
a bronze in 1992, its last
time reaching the medal
round.

carries Jacks into
campaign

set, kill. That’s been the

For the second
time in her volleyball

f

leadership

ARCATA — Dig,

Humboldt State
University
BEIJING

Strong

at thejack@humboldt.edu

or visit us on-line

10.44 assists per game
and had 220 digs for the
season. She returns as the
Jacks’ primary setter.
Adams, a 6-0 native
of Cordova, Alaska,

averaged 2.60 kills last
season. She'll be a primary
offensive weapon again
for the Jacks. Wells, a 5-10
native of Ripon, Calif., set

the single season blocking
record with 128 last year _
and also averaged 1.79 kills
per game.
Also returning to the
squad is middle blocker

Toni Kroeker, outside

hitter Marissa Galletly,
defensive specialist Emily
Nuss, and setter Joliann

Arzadon.

Last season Kroeker
contributed 17 kills and 10
blocks, Nuss recorded 71
digs and four aces, while
Arzadon added 37 assists
and 47 digs. Galletly saw
limited action in 2007, but
a vie for more time this
all.
One newcomer

expected to immediately

impact the team this
fall is freshman Megan
Barrenchea, a 6-0 middle
blocker. At Reno High
School, Barrenchea earned

first-team all-league, and
helped lead her team to
two appearances in the

state tournament.

at thejackonline.org
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Three Olympic points the media

isn't making»
OFF
STUART

I’ve been watching
a ridiculous amount
of Olympics coverage.
NBC's coverage has been
predictably sappy, with

wall-to-wall coverage of

WIRE

BAIMEL | Stanford Daily

make three points that the
media seems disinclined
to.

_obstinately refuse to even
look into the “allegations”
(which are obvious to
everyone) that the PRC is

however, and likely to
continue for the decades to

1) These Olympics

using underage gymnasts.

come, as the Russian team

have only strengthened

Michael Phelps. Coverage

THE

my discomfort with

2) There’s also been

has not benefited the

sports in which victory is

considerable consternation

serious sports fan, as
the focus has been on
individual competitors and
their soft-lighted stories,
rather than the actual
competitions themselves.

completely determined
by judges. We’ve seen
some gymnasts — namely

huge

To a certain extent,
I can understand the
narrow-bore focus on

Phelps; he’s been the only
American athlete so far
to achieve dominance in

his sport besides female
gymnasts Nastia Liukin
and Shawn Johnson,
who traded off defeating
the 13-year-old Chinese
nasts. I could write a
ot about the Olympics, but
I think it is important to

Liukin, who tied for first

in one event but received
a silver medal — be denied
what is rightfully theirs
by the arcana of a scoring
system that no one seems

to understand. Most
sports at least attempt to

rise of China as America’s

replaces some corporate

main sports threat is new,

sponsorships) might be

has turned in a middling
performance at these
Olympics.

in the media about China’s
lead in gold medals,

which they will

likely

carry through to the end.
It’s rather unprecedented

that the U.S. is losing by

so many in the gold meal

count. What we don’t
realize is that the U.S., in

recent Olympic history,

had only dominated the

be transparent in their
medal count in 1996. In
method for determinin
1992, the U.S. actually
victors and let matters Be
lost to the Unifi ed Team
settled on the playing field.
(comprised of all the
Gymnastics, controlled by
former Soviet states
a small cabal of insiders
besides the Baltics). In
and experts, seems to
2000, the U.S. barely
pride itself on being
scraped by, 91-88, over
complicated. The sport’s
- the Russians. In 2004, the
governing authorities
U.S. only won 102-92. The

3) There’s been an

interesting

debate in

political circles about the
U.S. Olympic Committee
wanting to ask Congress
to supplement their $130
million annual budget,
which comes from mostly
private sources and

corporate sponsorships.

Most countries receive
enerous state subsidies
or international athletics
competitions, most
notably the Chinese,

who are said to have
46,000 full-time athletes
on the state payroll.

in the best interest of the
U.S. Olympic Team, as

the use of athletes (who
make barely enough to
get by) for corporations’

profit is one of the greatest
misfortunes of the modern
Olympics.

Despite my enjoyment
of the Olympics, the
intensity of the coverage

in the American media has
been exhausting and I will
be glad when it is all over.
Not only is it detracting
from the presidential
election, but it’s also
detracting from preseason
coverage
of college
football, which is surely
the most important annual
event in sports.

Funding from the

federal government (if it
The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Lumberjack Newspaper.
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ARCATA’S FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
FOR VISITING PARENTS AND STUDENTS

for more!

* Exceptional beautifully furnished suites
* Fully appointed with thoughtful amenities
¢ Walking distance to campus and Plaza
* View website for photo tour and availability

Mention HSU for a 10% Discount!
Wwww.arcatastay.com
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Specializing in Pizza,
Hot & Cold
Sandwiches,
ip

Burgers, Authentic

600 F STREET,

ARCATA

(next to Long’s Drugs)

825-8295
HOURS: MON-FRI

8:30am-6pm

- SAT

10am-5pm

Philly Cheesesteaks,

Comprehensive

Vegie Homemade,

Soups, Motz¢
Gouda Sticks

m
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F-Sat: 1 AM-3 AM
Sun: 11 AM-11 PM
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arcatapizza.com

ene

Veli Trays

9° 1057 H Street,
Arcata
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rY, cont. from pg.27
More help in the
middle should come from
6-2 freshman Allison

Drobish, who earned first

team all-league for Sonora
High School. Firepower is
expected from Charlotte

Carver, a 5-7 outside hitter

who earned first-team
all-league honors her
junior and seasons, and
was named league MVP at
Berkeley High School.

Other freshmen joining

the program are Caitlin
Dugan, a 5-9 middle
blocker who earned
student athlete of the

yest award and all-league
onors at Castro Valley

- High School, and

6-o freshman outside
hitter Oceana Matsubu,
who was named team

MVP, captain, and firstteam all-league at Mesa
Verde High School.
Two transfers students
added to the program are
5-4 defensive specialist
Reilly Johnston, a
member of the College
of the Siskiyous 2006
championship team, and
Dani Nelson, a 5-7 junior

who was second-team
all-conference for Clark
College.

While still too early
to offer a comprehensive
evaluation of the new
players, Kealalio said he
expects that progress will
come quickly.

“Our newcomers come
from different backgrounds
and different styles of
volleyball,” Kealalio said.

“Right now we'll help them

pet on the same page,
earn our system of playing

volleyball, and adjust to
our style of Humboldt
State volleyball.”

Humboldt State

opens its season with an
appearance at the Otter
Classic, hosted by Cal State
Monterey Bay on Aug. 29

and 30 in Seaside. They'll
take on out-of-region foes
North Dakota, Merrimack

College and Wayne State,
along with Great Northwest
Athletic Conference
7002 US.

Cellul

Cellular
)

member Western Oregon.
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HSU’s first home
appearance will be the
following weekend, when
the Lumberjacks host
their own Humboldt
Tournament.
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner
8 AM to Midnight
On the Plaza 744 9th Street
- 899-3731 Phone Orders Welcome
www.theali

Two For Tuesday

Trailer Park Mondays

8am
to 2pm

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill Pickles,
Bud in the Can, Jello Shots

U.S.A
36

38

36

Buy. 1 Get 1.1/2 Price

5pm to Midnight
$30 Dinner Special

Oly Specials

110

2 Dinner Entrees

1 Appetizer

‘Irish Pub Wednesdays
China
Si

100

28

21

21

28

72

Upcoming Shows
RCNA

Britain
19 13 =I5

14

Germany

47

Katsu, Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

15

17

46

15

41

7

16

17

40

8

31

France

South Korea
13

Italy

8

SOON

Datura Blues (psych rock from Portland)
TORY
10:30pm doors Mammatus (psychedelic stoner metal from Santa Cruz)

U IK aBLU

CM CRATCCM CIMACT

Coming

Thee Headliners (country rock from Portland)

EP

ACOL

a)

|

Lucika (Eugene metal)

Wah-Wah Exit Wound (prog-rock from Seattle)

TCM

UCLA

CCCLLISSOL TLC

|
10

|

@The Alibi

@ 10:30 $5

16

:

;

Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu, Chicken

MSIE

The Ravens (Arcata rock & soul}

Australia

|

Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia Nut

50¢ off Irish Whiskeys

23

Great

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,

Lamb Chops, Halibut n’ Chips,
Steamer Mussels, Cheese Fries,
lrish Flag Shots, Guiness,

Russia

|

Poaha Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash,

-

bi.

10

10

10

|

28

Ukraine

Get the e-mail edition of

the Lumberjack

www.thejackonline.org
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ASYLUM

STREET SPANKERS

Lo

Thursday, September 4, 9pm - Mazzotti’s on the Plaza

BLACK CROWES |
@) “” HOWLIN’ RAIN @

Wednesday, Sept. 10, 8pm - Van Duzer Theatre
Just Added!

MC CHRIS

hy

Thursday, October 16th - Humboldt Brews

HUMboLDt State university

# FLOGGING MOLLY

Ozomearh

Friday, October 17, 8pm « Arcata Community: Center

RED
MAN

METHOD
MAN

m0 brett dennen}

Thursday, November 6, 8pm ° Arcata Community Center

FEATURING SPECIAL GUESTS

National Touring comeany, '!,
The Marching LUMberJackS

Just Added!

-& Bloco FirmetZa

MASON JENNINGS

TICKETS & INFO: 826-3928
Augus? 23, 5 pm

Tuesday, November 11, 8pm : Van Duzer Theatre

MEDESKI, MARTIN & WOOD

THURSDAY

Sunday, November 16, 8pm ° Van Duzer Theatre

Thursday, February 12, 8pm - Kate Bucha

TICKETS / INFO: 826-3928
centerarts.humboldt.edu
A
f
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|

UPridht Citizens Bridadt

OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW
Sunday, November 9, 8pm - Van Duzer Theatre
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Tuan Huynh last week. | Karina G onzalez
Community members remember Humboldt State senior Nghiep

Sunday, Aug. 31
Muddy’s
11:00 a.m

Hot

Remembered

Cup

and never forgotten

COLOR
STRUCK
Friday, Sept. 5
The Arcata

Playhouse

Karina Gonzalez

in America.

Opinion Editor
rues

including the first time he

Saturday, Sept.
Yo haa)
Pe
cede ks
Community Park,
Garberville

to help.
friendly
had any
them to

$22-$25; Pro skate
demos/ Music by

injuries on the morning of July 27.

walk into the room he would jump

“He was a student who truly
inspires teachers,” said Dodge. “It is
a great sadness to lose him.”

Church members, friends
and faculty gathered to honor the

loved, said Burke. Burke said what

Nicola Maria-Moloney, an
adininistrative assistant to the

Pane Waal
Pipejam

Ras

Matthew,

End of June & others.

July 30 after suffering unexplained

memory of Huynh.

Many remembered his friendly
and helpful personality and said

av Saes
OF PLACE
GARDEN
SOIREE

they will

Sunday, Sept. 7
Redwood Roots
Farm, Bayside

member and friend, said Huynh
was a very devoted member of

included

the church

in the

who was always there

Features

Burke, a philosophy junior, said
during the service that Huynh was
full of energy and every time he’d
up to touch the ceiling. He was a
kind and gentle soul and he was

he will miss most of all is his sense
of humor, not seeing his friend’s
smiling face and not being able to
share with him how his day was.

Huynh’s Nature Writing

Ruth Harvey, 85, a church

$15-$20; Samplers
of local vegetables,
TRUITT WA Cale medic
AE
Nemes are

to be

miss his smile.

Huynh’s former suitemate Ryan

calendar?

professor Jim Dodge also attended
the service and read excerpts from
Huynh’s last assignment. He shared
several comical moments they had

Submit

your

event

online

called roll and butchered his name,

by calling him “Jeep,” and Huynh
told Dodge he had pronounced it
perfectly. Dodge described Huynh’s
eyes as beautiful, sparkling and dark

when he looked up and saw his face.

International English Language

~ Institute at Humboldt State, said
Huynh was “full of light, the gift of
the lord.” She said she appreciated
that those who shared their
memories did not make him seem
like he made no mistakes.

pg. 37
See REMEMBER,

at www.thejackonline.org/calendar

Se

“He was such a kind and
person,” she said. “If he
problems he never brought
church.”

Less than a mile from Humboldt
State University, nestled in
between the tall redwood trees is
the Lutheran Church of Arcata,
Calif., where the memory of Nghiep
Tuan Huynh was celebrated.
Huynh, 31, and a Humboldt State
Environmental Science senior, died

Want

\

Students and community members honor
the memory of Nghiep Tuan Huynh

8:00 p.m. $10-$15;
Humor, drama, music
and visuals to examine
institutionalized racism

Fishbone,

|

SPREE

BEER

Saturday, Aug. 30
Muddy’s Hot Cup
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Photos by Stephanie Haller
On Sunday, Aug. 24, the Organic Planet Festival, Northern California’s only organic festival, was presented by the
Eureka-based educational group Californians for Alternatives to Toxics (CATs) at Halvorsen Park in Eureka.

ET

rae

Te.

(Above) Eureka Natural Foods employee Melissa Donahue serves up a
salad from the world’s largest organic salad. (Right) Performer Jah Sun at
the Organic Planet Festival. (Below) Attendees dance to the sound of Jah
Sun and High Voltage.
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Carrying on
Tim McKay's legacy
Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office

The Northcoast Environmental
Center's new challenges

Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

Sara Wilmot

Emergency Care
New Patients
Welcome
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105

"We are still impacting,
advocating and agitating
when necessary for the
environment, and fighting
for those things that were
nearest and dearest to

H Street

including, but not limited
to fish repopulation,

It has been just over a
year and half since Greg
King took over the position
of executive director and
he says that the NEC
continues to grow and
strengthen. "It has been
a thrilling, educational
and somewhat daunting
experience," said King.

fighting

Established in
1971, the NEC has

river restoration, water

allocations to all parties
and power supply. The
results of the scientific
study raised concerns
that the settlement did
not insure that there will
be water for fish or a fish
recovery

rejected

more than 5,000

822-2834

7,

Back Pain? Neck Pain?

to protecting
and preserving

Headaches?

\

We Can Help
Humboldt Back & Neck

Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry

Chiropractors
Traditional and Low Force Techniques

1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA

The group
has gone through many
changes since McKay's
passing, including
appointing a new
executive director, hiring
a new administrative
director and moving to a
new building after their
old location on 9th Street
burned down.
Georgianna Wood
has been volunteering
with the NEC since 1998.

She became the new
administrative director
Just over four weeks ago
and is optimistic about
the organization's future.

Have

something

Erica Terence

for those

ublication put out

y the NEC that
covers all the latest

to Tim’s heart. 99

members and is a
coalition dedicated

- Georgianna Wood, NEC

administrative director

goal. The NEC

the draft and a
revised version is
being formulated.
is the editor
of Econews, a

things
that were
nearest and dearest

the North Coast
environment.

839-6300

settlement, which
addresses several issues,

66 We are still...

Arcata, CA 95521
Mon-Thurs 10 to 7pm
Friday 10 to 9pm .
Saturday 10 to 6pm
Sunday 12 to Spm

_

Twenty-six parties
are involved in the

Tim's heart," said Wood.

After the 2006 passing
of environmental activist
and long time NEC
Executive Director Tim
Meee the NEC is still
actively working towards
dam removal along the
Klamath River. This is just
one of the many
projects that the
NEC has become
known for over the
years.

BOOKS

Special orders welcome
at no extra charge.

Two years after the
Northcoast Environmental
Center faced tragedy,
the organization has
declared full speed ahead
and has continued to
fight for the environment
and the interests of the
community.

environmental news
in the area. She
has been involved
with the Klamath

Restoration Project
for several years.
"We want to make
sure we are not

King says that since
he took the position as

negotiation," said Terence.

executive director, the
Klamath Basin Restoration

"A lot of progress
has been made in the
settlement talks - we are
trying to address a broad
range of issues in one
agreement."

Agreement that is working
to un-dam the Klamath
River is still one of the

biggest issues for the
NEC. The NEC organized
a scientific review to be
conducted of the latest
draft of the Klamath
Agreement earlier this
year. This was done in an
effort to cross check the
scientific water modeling
included in the settlement
proposal.

to

making an uninformed

say?

E-mail

The NEC has also.
created the Sustainable
Communities project
which will work to develop
a more eco-friendly
and self-sustainable

us: thejack@humboldt.edu
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puzzle pieces

in this incident, but

there are scientific

tests still underway

and there is still
no official cause of
| death from the Coroner's
Office,” said Dewey in an
e-mail.
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ty Hospital
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_after his condition

Karina Gonzalez may be

contacted at kg36@humboldt.edu

worsened. Details have
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Sequoia Park Zoo

|

welcomes new animals
Dina Soltow
Staff Writer
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The zoo is not only
home to local wildlife
such as ravens and

DIRECT

also houses animals
found worldwide. The
most recent additions
are two new Chacoan

SALES

mY sin
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3

barn animals, but it
Chacoan peccaries (above) are new to the Sequoia Park Zoo. | Stephanie Haller

more zoos to participate in the captive
breeding program,” said Ziegler.

peccaries and the births of two Crested

10% off purchase of
$10.00 or more with
this coupon

screamers.

The Sequoia Park Zoo decided to

Chacoan peccaries (Catagonus

wagneri) are endangered animals native
to the warmer areas of South America.
The Chacoan peccaries are the largest of
the three peccary species and are closely
related to pigs.

partake in the Species Survival Plan after
reviewing the species necessities - the
space the zoo could provide and how well
the animals would adjust.

“We have to be very careful on how
we balance our budget, keeper care,
Crested screamers (Chauna torquata),
space they need,
on the other hand,
and veterina
are birds related to
work involved.
For
ducks and geese.
example, cheetahs
Also native to
5 9
would be a good
South America,
choice for us, but
they prefer watery
they need a lot of
regions such
veterinary
care,”
- Gretchen Ziegler,
as swamps and
said
Ziegler.
Zoo manager
wetlands. They
are grayish-brown
The Crested
in color and have
screamers on the
curved beaks.
other hand were not
Unlike their relatives, they do not have
transferred as part of the Species Survival
webbed feet. They are somewhat common
Plan. The birds were birthed at the zoo by
and considered to be the least threatened.
first-time parents - two birds who already
resided at the Sequoia Park Zoo. They
The two Chacoan peccariés came over
were part of the Population Management
to the Sequoia Park Zoo as part of the
Program, a group whose duty is to
Species Survival Plan. “It is a committee
give basic population management
of zoo professionals focused on sound
suggestions for species in zoos and
genetic breeding in order to manage
aquariums. Although the Sequoia Park
populations in North America,” said
Zoo pair were not considered high
Sequoia Park Zoo Manager Gretchen
priority, they were still given the okay for
Ziegler.
nesting and breeding. They successfully
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Sequoia Park Zoo
is one of the lesser
known attractions of
Humboldt County.
Here residents and
tourists enjoy learning
about the local
wildlife, looking at
the bear and primate
exhibits, or bringing
their children to enjoy
an afternoon in the
barnyard.
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They were transferred over from
the Los Angeles Zoo in order to create
more breeding space for another pair of
Chacoan peccaries, which already resided

there. “Peccaries are very rare, and they
[Species Survival Plan] are looking for
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As for the surviving
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“The eggs were candle
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NEC, cont. from pg. 34

HEALTHY ATTACHMENT... HEALTHY LETTING GO - Do you sometimes
push people away or get too clingy? Do you have problems asking for what oe”

want or saying "no" to what you don't want to give? Do you have trouble

grieving losses and moving on? If you said “yes" to some of these questions,
this group may be for you.

high quality foods.
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development plans to
make sure environmental
ae
are protected and
establishing community

SURVIVORS: RAPE AND SEXUAL ABUSE - You don't have to suffer in

of the NEC in the next year
and hopes that even more
Sense progress can be
made
in the dam removal

gardens for residents to
utilize.
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individuals to gain insights about themselves through interaction with others.
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secrecy, silence, shame. Break the Silence. Join us: Unlock the secrets
that weigh you down. Connect with others to know you aren't alone.
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atmosphere in which to explore your relationship with food and your feelings
about your body. Together, we will work to create a new more empowered
approach to eating and self.
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For the days & times and most current information see our web page
htto:
.
://studentaffairs.humboldt
.edu/counseli . ng
p://stu
ffairs.hum

at slw65@humboldt.edu.
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Shuck and
swallow

Got a roommate
horror story?
Bad experience with
a property company?

on the Arcata

Plaza

Adrian W. Emery

is planning

The Lumberjack
a Housing Issue.

Send your stories, photos and tips to:
thejack@humboldt.edu.
submissions

All

include

must

contact

information, but will not be printed
without permission.
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Staff Writer
variation on an old farmer’s recipe that
he’s “perfected.”

On Saturday, June 14, 2008, the

Arcata Plaza filled with thousands of

people as they gathered for the 18th
annual Arcata Bay Oyster Festival, known
better as Oysterfest.

“T’ve heard they’re the best oysters on
the Plaza!” said Eckholm.
The crowd seemed to think otherwise,

Beginning at 10:30 a.m., the plaza
filled with crowds traveling from vendor
to vendor, filling themselves with oysters
and beer as they made the circuit and
drifting into the grass in the center of the
Plaza to bask in the sunlight and music.
Event organizers estimate that there were
over 20,000 people at the event, topping
last year’s attendance of 18,000.

voting Curly’s Grill as the people’s choice
for best oyster for the second year in a
row. The critics voted for Tomo’s oyster
sushi as the best oyster dish of the day,

Tomo’s oyster shooters as second, and
Folie Douce’s oyster as third. The best
non-oyster dish went to Curly’s Grill.

Local radio stations cast their votes as
well. KSLG, KHUM

“This was our

and The Point

best event yet,”

said
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year.

representative.

All ‘round the
Plaza, vendors
cooked oysters
on open grills. Calls of “Oysters! Get
your oysters here!” rang out. Some of the
vendors did quite well for themselves.
The Samori Grill was one such
vendor. The Grill sported a line of fifty
people deep that grew longer and longer
as the day went on, and eventually
snaked around the block.
“This is the one I get every year,” Said
Patrick Quinn, who was around the 50th

in line, “It’s one of the best one’s I’ve

had.”
Other vendors had shorter crowds at.
their booths, though lines still lined up
for everyone in the thick of Oysterfest.

One vendor seemed particularly
thrilled to be there. Conor Eckholm
was there with his own booth for the

first time, Eckholm’s Shuck and Shack.

He offered grilled oysters with a spicy
chili cilantro sauce, which he says is a

cooked oyster, while

Abruzzi and the Plaza
Grill tied for the best

raw oyster.

Eckholm did not

leave the day empty- "

handed, as he and his
partner Aidan took
the championship
place in the Shuck and Swallow contest
for the second year in a row. In order
to win this contest, contenders must
open the oyster (shuck it) and hand it to
their partner to eat (swallow). The aim

is to “down” as many as possible in five
minutes. Conner and Aidan won the day
by downing 60 oysters in the allotted
time.
After the competition, the final band,
The Bump Foundation, took the stage.
The crowd began to dissipate and the
booths began to come down. As the band
played on, the festival dissolved. Many
members of the crowd won't see Arcata
again until next year.
Eckholm says he'll return next year.
“It’s too much fun to skip out on.”

Adrian Emery may be contacted at

awe2@humboldt.edu.
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~HUMBOLDT STATE WANTS TO PROTECT
ITS GREATEST ASSET: YOU!
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But we need your help. To receive real-time text messages to alert you of an emergency

condition on or near the HSU campus, you must opt-in to HSU’s Emergency Text.Messaging
System through WebReg.
Don’t worry about receiving unwanted messages; HSU’s text messaging system is ONLY
used for sending messages about emergency conditions (and test messages).
After you sign up, weeks or months might pass without an emergency text message from this
system, but the University is working
hard to keep the system ready day and
night to send your cell phone an emergency text message WHEREVER you
are, if there is an emergency condition on
or near the HSU campus.

You can always opt out at any time, but
the peace of mind you will have by registering for potentially life-saving text
messaging service should more than
outweigh the few cents that an emergency
text message might add to your monthly
cell phone bill.
Please sign up for emergency text messaging!
We want to keep you informed about any
emergency condition on our campus.
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helped found community
organizations such as
the Healthy Humboldt
Coalition and Humboldt
Partnership for Active
Living.

housing, farming,
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Sat. Sepbember

Watershed Council, and

Supervisors is responsible
for creating and updating
the Humboldt County
General Plan, which is the
document that allocates
the land to different uses
by the process of zoning.
In this way, land is 'zoned'

Southern Humboldt
Community Park
eee

Mark Lovelace has
been an active community
member for many
years. He has served as
president of the Humboldt

Freshwater, Kneeland
and Manila. The Board of

Pipejam
RE By Reid

Staff Writer

Lovelace will take
office at the start of
2009 as Third District
Supervisor. The third
district is the area
that includes Arcata,

www. millerfarmsnursery.com

Garberville,
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In 2002 when
Proposition 42 was
passed by California
voters, it created a
tax on gasoline that
should support the
maintenance of county
roads. However when
the state has a budget
crisis, it takes this
money. "The benefits
we expect from
overnment when we're
iving in an isolated place
cost us more,” Woolley
said. He explained that
it is easier to provide
services like roads,
transportation and social
services in urban areas
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with greater population
density.

a step up," he said. "It's
just another piece in the
overall mix of getting
things done."

Woolley said that
completing the Humboldt
County
General Plan is one
of the biggest roles of the
Board of Supervisors. It is
key in development and

Humboldt County has
a lot of things that need
getting done. As the county
continues to grow, space
for housing is continuall
being sought. It is the role

growth. "'Development'

of the Humboldt County

ane 'sprawl' are two
ifferent
things in

my way of

said.

the land in
Humboldt

There

aan Pitino,
an

Board of Supervisors to
regulate what
becomes of

C$ 6

thinking," he

County.

never is an

Arcata

my election

City Council
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when
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for business. "When
professors come to
Humboldt State, they tend
to travel in pairs; them and
their spouse," Lovelace
explained. "We need a
broad enough economy to
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support two jobs."

"There never is an end

oint when talking about
and use issues," said
Lovelace.

Lovelace has been
recognized for his efforts

in establishing new forest
land in Sunny Brae. "As
someone who's been
involved with community
issues, moving to the
Board of Supervisors isn't
on

this
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Humboldt Bay-Coffee,.Company!

September 20th al Ne

Soymilk
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PENT
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32 oz., selected varieties

32 oz., selected varieties

Organic Produce Items:

CHINO VALLEY

Yellow Onions.............. 69¢ ww.
Great price for great staple! reg 99¢

ie

Dapply Dandy Pluots...$1.49 in.
Sweet & juicy! From CA, reg $2.49

Star Krimson Pears....$1.99 1.

RANCHERS

Brown,

Eggs

$969

/

~

ou

Dozen

Autumn isn't far away! reg $2.69

Black Mission Figs..$2.99 ea.
Ooey gooey & delicious! reg $4.99

Produce prices good thru 9/1/08

EUREKA

ARCATA

CO-OP

4th & B Streets
443-6027
6am - 9pm

CO-OP

8th and I Streets
822-5947
6am - 9pm

www.northcoastco-op.com
The

Only

Certified

Organic

Retailer

on the North

Coast!

Bakery a
Ji
WELCOME
STUDENTS!
Truffles » Cakes » Cookies « Pastries

Desserts + Espresso + Freshly Roasted Coffee
Bread « Breakfast Pastries

Wedding & Specialty Cakes - Catering
LUNCHES: Sandwiches, Soupse? Salads
Pizza at our Wiloberries location
WIFI IN OUR
OLD TOWN & MCKINLEYVILLE LOCATIONS! © }

Adrian Emery may be contacted
at awe2@humboldt.edu.
at

lls.

NANCY’S

eae

$ 1 59

activism has historically
made great changes on the
county level. Advocates
from all sides of the
issues are welcome at
the Board of Supervisors
meetings. Lovelace also
suggested participating
in non-governmental
bodies that deal with land
use. He said that these
bodies could have as
much leverage within the
county as the legislature
itself. "Really, all of
these things are equally
a part of government,"
Lovelace said. "We're all
government."
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himself, have fought
He says that Humboldt _ fiercely for the
:
State University needs
conservation of large forest:
to provide more housing
lands, and many other
for students. "We have to
open spaces to ensure they
are not to be developed at
share the urbanization," he
said about the relationship
all. These spaces are what
give Humboldt County the
between the city and the
university.
natural beauty that attracts
so many people.
He said in order
for Arcata to remain its
"The real question,"
asked Lovelace, "is what
own community and
still provide housing, it
do we want the future of
Humboldt County to look
will have to grow at an
like?"
appropriate rate.

unique effect on the need
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HAVE A HOUSING
HORROR STORY?
Send your stories, photos and tips
to: thejack@humboldt.edu.

* COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR *
2
f

°TIRES ¢ SMOG - BRAKE - LAMP CERTIFICATION

‘MONTHLY SPECIAL

$3.00 OFF
OIL CHANGE

COUPON GOOD THROUGH 11/27/08
eeeeeeee

1903 Heindon Road, Arcata
Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm

Gallae opi ime) TOL 020.4075

Great Sidewalk Bargains

Labor Day Weekend
Thursday, August 28th
through

Monday,

September Ist

Save up to 50% off and More!

Tf

ON THE PLAZA

“FURNITURE
Solid Hardwood Furniture

813 H Street

* Arcata

° Finished and Unfinished

* 822-0312

* Open Daily 10 - 6

www.sudoku-puzzles.net
BestCrosswords.com - Puzzle #1 for August 26, 2008
Across
1- Delineate; 5- Shoelace tip; 10- X-ray units; 14Neighborhood; 15- New Zealand aboriginal; 16- Part of
HOMES; 17-___ Blane; 18- Incite; 19- Hamlet, e.g.; 20Acuity; 22- Old card game; 23- Antiquity, old-style; 24Tint; 25- Persecute; 29- Stronghold; 33- Abyss; 34- Land
map; 36- "Chicken of the sea"; 37- Plaything; 38- Buckets;
39- Lilly of pharmaceuticals; 40- Once more; 42- Inwardly;
43- Essential oil; 45- Boom; 47- Abnormal dryness of the
skin; 49- Singer Sumac; 50- Permit; 51- Range maker, 54Capital of Israel; 60- Lone; 61- Like some stadiums; 62Taylor of "Mystic Pizza"; 63- McDonald's founder Ray; 64Actress Anouk; 65- Goneril's father; 66- Search; 67Repasts; 68- Christmas;

Down
1- Tibetan priest; 2- Camaro model; 3- Course list?; 4Chats; 5- Recompense; 6- Plum variety; 7- Records; 8Son of Aphrodite; 9- Metallic element; 10- Beef or lamb;
11- Member of a largely Middle Eastem people; 12- Take
a meal; 13- Clairvoyant; 21- K-6; 22- Not in; 24- Strikes;
25- Group of eight; 26- Call; 27- One forking over, 28Slap; 29- Cuplike organ; 30- Songs for two; 31- Chou
:
32- Dens; 35- Like Abner, 38- Size of type; 41- Torticollis;
43- Greek god of war; 44- Entirely; 46little teapot...;

48- Dodges; 51- Inquires; 52- Additional;
53- Sunburn

soother; 54-__ de vivre; 55- Anarchist Goldman; 56- Film
spool; 57- Place; 58- Airline to Tel Aviv; 59- Bog; 61Block up;

8.27.2008
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A.S. COUNCIL
Positions Available:
¢Legislative Vice President
Chair of the AS Council

eAS Presents Representative

|

Serves as Chair of theAS Presents Committee

ePublic Relations Coordinator
Coordinates AS public relations campaign

——
acn
O
ese

M
positions

eee
represents the

COMMITTEES
committees including

We kaveova: 55

student voice in their respective colleges
and/or constituent group.

cand

eAcademic

*AHSS Representative
2 positions available
eCPS Representative
2 poses
iti
ilabl
ava

,

Senate

eBoard of Finance, A.S.
eHSU Associated Students
Lobby Corps
eInstructionally Related

Activities (IRA) Committee

eAll University Representative

eUniversity Budget Committee

2 positions available

¢Graduate Student Representative

pe DEADLINE TO APPTY I PK
SEPTEMBER 3 AT 5 P. ve

eRHA Representative
CR

eS
ea UT
Phone: 707-826-4221
Web: www.humboldt.edu/~hsuas
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Rolling Stone
Stephanie Haller
Editor-in-Chief
Humboldt State University Journalism junior
Chris Tuite is sitting on a
bench, scribbling notes on
a printed-out set list from
the Outside Lands Festival in San Francisco. His
cell phone is pressed up
against his ear as he flips
through pages to locate a
map of the
stage set-up.
Tuite is mapping out
the plan of action between
him and another photographer for
three days

ae
ing at

the

Outside Lands Festival,

held August 22-24 in San
Francisco. He knows what
to expect, being that this
is just one of his latest
assignments as a photo
intern for “Rolling Stone”
Magazine. Tuite’s had the
pleasure of photographing
such bands as Spoon, Bon
Jovi, Kings of Leon, Beck,
Lupe Fiasco, Ben Harper,

Buddy Guy, George Thorogood and Radiohead -— all
within the past six weeks.

When we meet, he’s
carrying a copy
of the
latest issue of “Rolling
Stone.” ‘The excitement

is palpable as Tuite flips

through the magazine. He
finds the page he’s looking
for and points to a photo
of Thom Yorke, lead singer
of Radiohead. Tuite explains that the other photo
intern has been with “Rolling Stone” for nine months
but hasn’t had anything
published in the magazine
itself, only the Web site. In
the bottom-hand
right corner

photo credits — and Tuite
is listed first. It’s taken
him just six weeks.
So how exactly did
this self-taught concert
photographer score a gig
shooting for such an iconic
magazine?
Tuite is one of over

the pe

I got to hang out and @ ___

in 6 pt. font

teaas the

watch Radiohead with.

Mary-Kate Olsen.99
- Chris Tuite

Look

for our

newly

re-designed

Web

site in the

coming

weeks

- www.thejackonline.org
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The backstage portraits were relatively new
territory for Tuite as his
portrait experience con- sisted mainly of Humboldt
artists such as Republican
Duckhunters. Tuite finds
that portraits are more
personal and that artists
are more protective about
a portrait.

spanning an entire floor
and encompassing all
three magazines owned by
Wenner Media: “Rollin
Stone,” “Mens Journal,’
and “US Weekly.”
“You walk down that
wall and it could take two
hours looking at all that
stuff,” Tuite said, referenc-

ing every single issue of
“Artists won't let you
~ get a portrait —
they'll let you shoot
live, but not a por- |

t

trait.”

“Rolling Stone” that hangs

Chins
the

Out of all the
bands he shot,
Tuite’s favorite was

He finally got the res ones

2 million members of
Yahoo!-owned photo-sharing Web site,
Flickr. Tuite
is a member of the Concert Photography Flickr
proup, which is made up of
oth amateur and professional photographers
and boasts almost 12,000
members. It was here that
Tuite made contact with

the then-“Rolling Stone”

photo intern Jason Bergman, who tipped him off
that “Rolling Stone” was
looking for another photo
intern. Tuite e-mailed the
editor, introducing himself.
“It took about three
months, before they finally
got back to me,” Tuite

said.

— he was in. Chris Tuite
was Officially working for
“Rolling Stone.”

fea - candy. I was like,

just one of

best Tooth,

“can I get a photo?”

|

ee:

history backing 39

“I’ve seen them
before, but they're
always amazing.
Radiohead was really good too — obviously, they’re amazing. But
Kings of Leon was one of
my favorite bands — seeing them again — they just
have so much energy,”
Tuite said.

he had been hopingfo

day.1 came.around.the: .- .
corner and there's Ooom-_
- pa Loompas stand- x
. . Ing there, giving out

having that muc

Kings of Leon.

George Thorogood | Chris Tuite

fhe Oakind idompase one. -

CELEBRITIES AND
LIFE IN THE OFFICE
When Tuite wasn’t
shooting shows, he was
working full-time in the
“Rolling Stone” office in
downtown New York. The

y

Ou.

- Chris Tuite

“You will never

know who you'll
meet in that building.”

The office wasn’t
the only place Tu-

ite met celebrities.
on the wall leading to the
“Rolling Stone” office.
While in the office,

Tuite’s job consisted of
editing photos and the occasional assist on a photo
shoot. Intern luncheons
were planned every week,
each with guest speakers,
who included “Rolling
Stone” owner and publisher Jann Wenner.

“Shooting All Points
West, I got to meet
Kings of Leon. We walked
backstage when Radiohead was on and MaryKate Olsen was there. Her
two bodyguards ended up

giving us an escort back
out to watch Radiohead,”

Tuite said.
“They formed this
bubble pound us and I got

to hang out and watch Ra-

diohead with Mary-Kate
Olsen,” Tuite said.

Being in the office 40
hours a week afforded

office itself is massive,

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL
Tuite can’t recall
how many bands he
shot in the six weeks
he interned with “Rolling Stone.” Considering most of them were
festivals, the amount of

bands he photographed
was staggering. In addition to the live shows,
he also shot backstage
ortraits for a couple of
bards while covering
the 2008 Siren Festival
at Coney Island in New
York.
“I did one with Jaguar Love on a merry-go-

He was eventually
asked to submit a variety of shots, showcasing
his work— which was a
tough decision for Tuite.
He ended up submitting a
series of shoots from the
2007 Coachella and the

waiting game continued.

round, we did one with
the carousel in the background, on the beach
-— just everything we
possibly could do. We
did a portrait with the
Dodos, eating hot dogs
— so it was perfect.”
Buddy Guy | Chris Tuite

Did

you

do

something

awesome

over

the

summer?

The

Lumberjack

wants

to hear

v

8.27.2008

about

it! E-mail

us at theyjack@humboldt.edu,

>
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Your Vegas | Chris Tuite

“She was really nice.”

Tuite said.
ACCESSIBILITY

<

HARD TIMES AND A
LITTLE ADVICE

Whether through chats
with senior staff such as
film critic Peter Travers —
who is “awesome” according to Tuite, or through
the intern or issue closing

Tuite’s internship with
“Rolling Stone” wasn’t just
a walk in Central Park.
“T worked about 40

lunches, the interns were

given a very behind the
scenes glimpse into the
inner workings of “Rolling
Stone.”

hours a week, in office.

And that’s not including shooting any shows,
editing time, traveling
time — so pretty much just
straight busy. I'd say I
worked between 300 and
320 hours in six weeks —
so that averages about 50

“Just being in
that building every
day, working with

“They told me I’m
going to have more assignments. I’m going to stay

on as a freelance sort of

66 Just being

those people, was

hours with the shooting.”

The atmosphere

and layout of the

day — with some perfor-

office made senior
staff accessible to the

mances being the first set

interns, something
that Tuite appreci-

“The toughest thing
was probably staying up
after All Points West until
5:30 in the morning, three

ates. He’s filled with
stories that staff members
shared — dish on certain
A-list actors and musicians
and cover shoot horror
stories.

photos. Every two seconds

I’d nod off and my face
would hit the keyboard,”

BACK HOME AND
PLANS FOR THE
FUTURE

Tuite said, laughing. Tuite
shot roughly 3,000

photos

“Of my

used maybe

Did

shots, they

20 or 15,”
you

do

Tuite got back into
town last Wednesday
night, after finishing up in
the office and cleaning out
his apartment. When we

something

awesome

over

the

Spending time in the
“real world” has given
Tuite a lot of perspective. He’s worked with the
pros — and could even*be
considered a pro himself.
But regardless of his title,
he’s learned quite a bit in
the past couple of months,
and even has some advice for students who are
interested in going after
an internship — get
a portfolio of your
work together.

- Chris Tuite

of the day.

nights in a row, editing

in

Humboldt County...” Tuite
trails off, laughing.

that building
every day... |
was con inuall¥ 99
amazing.

just continually
amazing,” Tuite said.

The multiple-day festivals took a toll on Tuite,
who had to shoot every

at All Points West, shooting about 25 gigabytes in a
spanof three days.

met, he was already making plans to leave - this
time just for a couple of
days to cover the Outside
Lands Festival in Golden
Gate Park in San Francisco. The assignment is
just one of more that Tuite
expects to receive from
“Rolling Stone.”

summer?

“Be prepared
to work — it’s not

a cakewalk,” Tuite
warns.
“They're not going to say, ‘here you
o, have fun.’ You'll
ave to know what
youre doing, pay attention, and

thing,” Tuite said.

learn.”

“You're going to have
to work and really put your
nose to the grindstone,”
Tuite said.

In the meantime, it’s
back to Humboldt State

where Tuite will begin

the first of his final three
semesters. Tuite acknowl-

He can’t emphasis how

edges that coming back to

important it is to talk to

school after such a whirlwind summer is difficult.

people. As it was, convers-

“To tell you the truth,
it was hard coming back
to Humboldt County. So
coming back to school at
The

Lumberjack

wants

ing on the Internet with

a fellow photographer
single-handedly put the
internship in his hands.
Above all, you must talk to
people, Tuite says.
to hear

about

it! E-mail

“T’m not afraid to talk

to anybody

— that’s one

thing I’ve learned. Just go
up and talk to them, be

nice, make small talk —
that’s what really counts,”

Tuite said.
Working as a photo
intern for “Rolling Stone”
was, as Tuite put it, “one of

the most frustrating, interesting, and unsure things
I’ve done.” On the flip

side,

when someone asks him
who he works for and he
says ‘Rolling Stone,’ “it’s
just one of the best feelings, having that much
history backing you.”
At the end of the day,
it’s not the fact that he
made enough to cover his
fall tuition and summer

expenses, or that he got to
groove to Radiohead with
Mary Kate Olsen, or even
the small detail that he got
his first photo printed in
Rolling Stone. No, in the
end it all comes back to
Humboldt State.
“Tt was the best summer experience ever...and
I got school credit for it,
which is awesome.”

Stephanie Haller may be
contacted at
snh5@humboldt.edu.

us at thejack@humboldt.edu,
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Factory Scheduled

Maintenance

pistes

SHOOuUW

Submitted photo of Ozomatli. | Center Arts & AS Presents

Maintaining & Repairing
Students’ Cars Since 1961

HumWeek

929 Broadway (Off Highway 101) « Eureka « California 95501

and

hip-hop

band

headlines

Ozomatli

|
i

AS’ and Student Affairs’ HumWeek 2008 on Thursday,
Aug. 28 on the lower Soccer Field at Humboldt State
University.

(707) 444-9636
www.leons-carcare.com

Dandelion lerbal Center
Herbal Education & Travel Adventures
with Jane Bothwell

The concert is part of HumWeek 2008, a week of
activities put on by campus organizations to introduce
students to new people and the departments that
Humboldt State offers. HumWeek includes job fairs,
department socials, tours, sports activities and other

events

designed

Humboldt

to familiarize

students

with

the

community.

The concert features politically vocal artists like
Ozomatli and Brett Dennen and will also include dance-

punk band !!! (pronounced chk, chk, chk) and a comedy
routine by the Upright Citizens Brigade. General tickets

Learn...
¢
¢
¢
¢

World-fusion

2008

Herbal Medicine Making
Herbal First Aid
Plant Identification
Seaweeds and Wild Foods

cost $25, Humboldt State student tickets cost $10 and
are available at the University Ticket Office, the Works
in Eureka and Arcata and The Metro in Arcata.

Yo ataeltlre

Classes for everyonel

To Register Call (707) 442-8157
or go to www.dandelionherb.com

Upright Citizens Brigade
HY
The Marching Lumberjacks

5-5:45 p.m.
6-6:45 p.m.
6:45-7:05 p.m.

Upright Citizens Brigade

MC duties.

Brett Dennen
Bloco Firmeza

ea EST
te ee oa
8:15-8:30 p.m.

Upright Citizens Brigade
ey fuel

MC duties.
8:45-end

+ ais

Next Class Pegins Sept. 24th

etn

Check out our current Class Schedule Online

Credit cards accepted

° PO Box 4440, Arcata, CA

95518

the

Sept.

10 issue

for

HumWeek

coverage!

EE

janeb@arcatanet.com

out

AEP

Check

is

3 www.dandelionherb.com
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Abhinav Kumar | Stanford Daily

The unprecedented
number of mainstream,
non-white-male
candidates in the

presidential election

gives me hope that with
hard work and an honest
campaign, truly anyone
can become president of
the U.S. But why do all
that when you can become
president right now?
Back in high school,
at a time when teachers
slammed me with
“Anthem,” “Animal Farm,”

“1984” and other books
warning against the
dangers of collectivism,
T found a unique
perspective in a lesserknown book - “Jennifer
Government.” Though
the plot reads more like
a cheap script from a
Hollywood block(head)
buster, the book takes

the future in a different
direction and explores a
dystopian future of ultraprivatization.
In order to promote
“Jennifer Government,”

Max Barry, the corporate
satirist who secretly
wrote his first novel while
working for HewlettPackard, launched

“NationStates” - a tiny
online society game
where players rule their
own countries. Having
been well-versed in the
boredom that occurs while
working in a cubicle for
bland corporations, Barry

designed the game to
inject small, concentrated
amounts of fun into the
nine-to-five workday.
Unlike Facebook and
MySpace, it is possible to
play this game and still
retain control of your real
life (not to be confused

with your SecondLife).
But running a fictional
e-country is not e-easy.
As president of the
Republic of Bill Billferson,
I had to make the right

choices to lift my country
out of poverty and
create what the game
describes as a “very strong
economy’ and a “civilrights world benchmark.”
I am in charge of a
growing population of 170
million people who live
in perpetual fear because
I accidentally abolished
all prisons in favor of
rehabilitation programs
instead. Not to worry - I
made it legal for all Bill
Billfersonians to buy
automobiles with machine
guns attached to the
hoods.
I quickly discovered
that each decision I made
as president always had
unintended consequences.
Just yesterday I reaffirmed
parents’ rights to
discipline their children

iron- fist consumerists,

corporate bordello,
civil rights lovefest and
even a New York Times
democracy.

“THE BEST
SELECTION OF
UKULELES NORTH
OF SAN FRANCISCO”

BAND INST
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K

RENTALS

10%
Pe

off with valid
student I.D.

©) A Ceomrea

ne meee 0) CCDbe ea

JuMpING

FEA

trade and diplomacy.
These features alone can
provide good practice
for those of us who are
presidential candidates
with little foreign policy
experience.

But before you file -

ea OL

‘ACCESSORIES
LESSONS _

Ukuleles
Supplies

Accessories

www.jumpingflea.com
LOCATED INSIDE ARCATA MUSIC

(707)-822-3531
www.ArcataMusic.com

Sunny Brae Shopping Center, Arcata
Choosing “used” is an earthfriendly and cost-effective

The
Hospice

alternative

for all the items

A

your

Shop

living space
needs...

THRIFT STORE

Gently used
furniture,
household
goods, clothing

Barry announced
in April that he will be
launching “NationStates
2” toward the end of the
year. The new version is
supposed to equip your
e-nation with all the
features of a real, live
nation, including war,

TOWN”

gurTaws

ACOUSTIC &
ELECTRIC
UKULELES

and, as a result, set

“record sales of ‘childwhacking sticks.” The
decisions you make also
determine the tone of your
government, depending
on your country’s
personal, political and
economic freedoms. Some
government types include
left-leaning college state,

IN

AMPS

and

v

more.

Open

SALE!
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: 20%
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until 5pm
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The Hospice Shop is

,
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2 blocks off the Plaza
6th and H Streets
ee AF
Arcata

All Proceeds Benefit

See E-COUNTRY, pg. 59
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Ryan Mollenhauer

&

Staff Writer

Heath Ledger’s spine melting performance as the Joker goes down as

“

=

one of the most electrifying screen villains in recent memory. “The Dark
Knight” is the new benchmark for summer action films.

iCS Nata

heroes.

Se Magia
a ile = SREB
aes
See
.

If there were any lingering doubts after “Batman Begins” that Christopher
Nolan was the right man to helm the Batman movie franchise, “The Dark
Knight” surely swept them under the Bat-rug. As director and co-writer,
Nolan constructs a dark, gritty universe for twisted villains and damaged

eS gt
si pear Peat

Ba

ype.

The Dark Knight

od

Wall-E
Proving once again that they are one of the most consistently creative
teams in any form of popular entertainment, Pixar Studios adds yet another
masterpiece to their growing list of masterpieces.
“Wall-E” is a visionary and timelessly relevant science fiction film with a
universal appeal that transcends social boundaries. There’s more life in this
little robot’s Igloo cooler than in George Lucas’ last three films combined.

Christian Bale stars as Batman and Heath Ledger stars as The Joker in
Warner Bros. Pictures’ and Legendary Pictures’ action drama “The Dark
Knight.” | Photo by Stephen Vaughan andTM & © DC Comics

Pineapple Express
Hey! You got cheesy action in my stoner comedy! While
not as satisfying as a delicious peanut-butter cup, it’s pretty
close. James Franco is hilariously brilliant as “Saul,” the
most memorable pot-head to grace the screen since “The
Dude” (Jeff Bridges) in 1998’s “The Big Lebowski.”

Writers Seth Rogen and Evan Goldberg (“Superbad”) roll

hilarious characters and dialogue together with over-the-top
action and then smoke it until they can’t stop coughing. You
won't stop laughing.

Dale Denton (Seth Rogen, left) and Saul Silver (James Franco, right) are two lazy stoners running for
their lives in Columbia Pictures’ action-comedy “Pineapple Express.” | Dale Robinette

Ryan Mollenhauer may be contacted at
rdm2 | @humboldt.edu.
The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Lumberjack Newspaper.
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iMac

Add a Canon

20-inch

MP210

$1 ,268.00

2.0 GHz GBintelmemor
Core 2 Duo

|

;

15-inch
|

2,038.00
2.4 .

for just $49.95!

Intel Core 2 Duo

od0GB hard dhe

Double-layer SuperDrive

250GB hard dive

Built-in Wireless capabilities

iSight camera and microphone

AppleCare included

Built-in Wireless capabilities
AppleCare included

Contest in the big tent
‘Macbook

@ the HSU Bookstore

13einch: White
ee

GB memory

2 Duo

160GB hard drive

:
:
Maem
AppleCare Included

HSE
3

BOOK

STORE

*Macbook

13sinch: Black
$1,582.00

We

dne

S day,

§ ept

e 3 rd

2.4 Sac

Duo

250GB hard drive

9 :e 00am-4

:e 00pm

PRIZES!!!

SuperDri
Double-laver
JOUDIE-layer OUDETL TIVE

Built-in Wireless capabilities
AppleCare included

Contest open to HSU students only.

ase
STORE

*Buy any Mac (excluding the Mini Mac & the 17" iMac) and a 8GB iTouch or 4GB iPod on the same receipt as your Mac and receive a $199 mail-in rebate for the iPod or $299 mail-in
rebate for the iTouch. Both products must be purchased at the same time on the same sales receipt. See sales person for exact details.

**The HSU Bookstore will put $100 worth of C points on your C-Card which may be used to purchase textbooks. The $100 offer is only valid as C points and has no cash redemption
value. This $100 offer is only available on the purchase of *selected product listed above. If you don't have a C-Card account set up, it only takes a few minutes to do so.

acceptance, or employment is required. Items may be
f
of enrollment,
Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, and Faculty only. Proo
subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily. As a result, the HSU Bookstore
cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates to product lines, after the merchandise has been purchased. All items are not
necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special ordering. Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds. Prices are subject to
change at any time.
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Dr. Bill Wennerholm, D.C.
Work Injuries * Auto Accidents
Low Back Pain e Headaches
noon.
Now with Saturday hours, 9 a.m. to
Accepting new patients

me

eyville (707)-839-4344
4660 Central Avenue, Ste. A McKinl

STROMBECK PROPERTIES
- NEW LISTING -

9
NEW 1 bd Studio w/ patio near
HSU. All utilities paid. $625/mo
+ $850 dep. Reserve nowThey're going fast! 822-4667

Ryan Mollenhauer

ever hope to give”

Condey-Wisenhunt

IE YErEny RK

Gael Ie oa

EYED

443-7077

and evening classes available
,
_ | in Eureka, Arcata, Blue Lake
and Westhaven.

HSU students get a 20%

Cal
Welcome Back discount.
for
Glenda at 268-3936
registration and more
information.

PU SR Lee

beauty of “Wall-E.” But this is summer
so stop using your damn imagination.

You won't be needing it anyway.

thing that you shouldn't be expecting
any actual rock music. For the purposes

the website at
net.

wwwtaichiforeveryone.

Ryan Mollenhauer may be contacted at
rdm2 1 @humboldt.edu.

Newspaper.
not necessarily reflect the views of the Lumberjack
The views expressed are those of the author and do
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erformance of Rainn Wilson in his first
eading role on the big-screen. He has

is about as

predictable and formulaic as it gets. One
is

Ge

solid
said for “The Rocker,” its the nearly

fans
an undeniable comedic presence as a
’s
what
of “The Office” will know, but
“The Rocker” is your typical starto do with an abysmal screenplay
man
n
Rain
star,
said
h
Whic
in
edy
driven com
that relies entirely on
Wilson (TV’s "The
juvenile slapstick? Wilson
Office”), is repeatedly
doesn’t get much help
,
balls
the
face,
hit in the
from Director Peter
6
the knees and the face
Garauee, etter Add ue
what's a
Seed a
(apn):
to Cattaneo Ss 11s
ocker”
1
eric
to
set
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of disappointments since
man to do with
plot that will allow for
his break out success with
an abysmal
such testicle-crushing
1997's “The Full Monty.
that
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sc
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s
play
son
Wil
situations.
3
°
the part of Robert “Fish
The supporting cast
relies entirely
Fishman, the enthusiastic
is hit and miss. A hit
on juvenile
drummer for ‘80s hairfor the sexy Christina
9 9
al?
metal band, “Vesuvius.”
Applegate and “Saturday
slapstick 5
Somehow the band’s
Night Live” funny-man,
generic cheese-rock nets
Jason Sudeikis. A miss
them a major record
for Wilson’s dull teen
n:
itio
cond
one
with
deal
bandmates - Emma Stone (“Superbad”)
Fish is to be replaced as the drummer.
and Josh Gad (“Superbad” casting reject.)
“Vesuvius” goes on to earn six platinum
albums while Fish sits at a desk job and
The best part of “The Rocker” was
”
is constantly reminded of the “Rock God
a 3-second cameo from The Beatles’
status of his former band.
shunned drummer, Pete Best. Best, who
watched his former band become the
When hard times leave Fish homeless
most influential rock band in history, is
and jobless, he moves in with his sister
remembered for being one of the most
and her family. Fish is recruited to
In
tragic rejects in pop-culture history.
play drums for his teenage nephew's
that
t
rejec
contrast, “The Rocker” is a
rock band and you shouldn’t have a
won't be remembered past the last week
problem guessing where it goes from
of summer.
there. Indeed, “The Rocker”

Tam

If there is one positive thing to be

Comment

on-line
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“I’ve gotten so much
more than I could

Hollywood pinched off had the daring ic
vision of “the Dark Knight,” or the poet
,
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What wa
our favorite
summer blockbuster and why:

4

:

Patch Hofweber

Ozzy

Studio Art sophomore
“Mamma

udith Bueller

Studio Art junior
“Pineapple Express.

Mia simply because

Firth hugged

Colin

Ricardez

serious

a dude.”

ath junior

“Dark Knight. | really liked how

They were able to combine a

plot and weave

pot in with it.

| could

it was made;

not

without

being a

fake recreation.”

stop laughing the whole time.”
on
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Founders DJ ABX and DJ STV-SLV of the popular new

website The Hood Internet, mix and mash songs to create
experimental music. | Clayton Hauck

Derek

Self-declared:
Tee

ee

_

iad Uae

mix tapes racked over | million
downloads.

nice enough
to not tell us.
- Dj Steve Reidell
on artist remixes

When they are not
on the turntables, these

DJs go by the names
Steve Reidell and Aaron
Brink. Reidell is an art

director and Brink is an
exotic pet shop employee.

So what can one
expect from the musical

a Web site also called
The Hood Internet as a
way for their friends to
listen to and download
their mash-ups. Once the
word spread about the
site, The Hood Internet’s
popularity boomed along
with the number of their
downloads.

pS

they’ve been

played in. They created

noon

March 2007

If any of them
have hated
our tracks,

a run-on sentence,” said

Reidell.
Along with each
redone song the Hood
Internet comes out with
comes a redone picture of

“The site was started
as a place to post an
occasional mash-up for
our friends to download.
Shortly after we started
it, word about the Hood

ce

Brescia ee ath

&

The Hood Internet as

a group started in 2007
as a side project away
from May or May Not,
an art-pop band that
both Reidell and Brink

AEE

Morrison, Co.

The Hood Internet is
the experimental result
of mixing dissimilar
songs to produce what
many consider a fresh
genre of music. This
is done by two artists
known better as DJ STVSLV and DJ ABX.

getting a bit too close to

pA

14, Red Rock Amphitheater,

too, but then we'd be

electronic mix master.

MRR

and

“I'd say ‘the meeting of
hip hop and indie music’
works just fine. Maybe
I would add something
about Photoshop in there

ga

Monolith Music Festival Sept. 13

jams?

the artists photoshopped
neatly into a disfunctional
family portrait. Witness
pampered pop princess
Mariah Carey picnicking
with Dosh, Minneapolis’

| See HOOD,pg. 59

EMRE

Next Big Show:

love-child of their favorite

cree

published: 4

Remixing popular
songs has traditionally
been dangerous water
to tread in for up-andcoming artists. Matching a
song's popularity or even
beating it is something
many musicians only
dream of. But for The
Hood Internet, a DJ
duo, mashing songs is
something they jump
into without hesitation.

Got

something

to

say?

E-mail

thejack@humboldt.edu
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Jamaican Dancehall Reggae

SUC h eta te
Eureka

Red Fox Tavern

«SISTER CAROL”
Empress of Reggae

STAT ateNWA
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Fox Tavern

Eureka

Red

arti tle) 2 NID. Ge
Merial ect cing

, a new band with a
ty perform a s Earthenware Yawn
ersi
Univ
e
Stat
dt
bol
Hum
Beam
from
Local stu dents
new sound. | Submitted by Chantel

Thursétay Sept 11
Eureka

:
n
w
a
Y
e
r
a
w
n
e
Earth
an d Garfunkel style

ELLOWMAN*

l”
Original “King of the Dancehal

bringing it back Simon

Features & Arts Editor

meek

changing

tides

family services

eee

If you are a student or a.

working parent, you may
be eligible for free
child care!

Shining Stars Children’s Center
ool
in Eureka is a licensed presch
~ open Monday through Friday
p.m.
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:30

and, fingers crossed, will

Listening to The
Earthenware Yawn is like
listening to the soundtrack
of a long-distance

play a few shows. Lucero

is a sophomore art major
and Wile is a sophomore
natural resources major.

relationship. Filled with

late night beach dialogue
and heavy-butreal emotion, The
Eemien a Yawn's

parties in Arcata, as well as
at the Great Spiral Gallery
on Samoa Blvd. Towles
said that he hopes to play
again in town sometime
this year.
"They're
it
oe

C ¢

songs reach out to
the simple lover in all

sa"We

write about
e. ee
gin
much nothing else,”

lcan feel where

ng
thfreyom'reandcomi
can get

lost in their music.
- Eric Malain,

said guitarist and

State University last

Other band members

include percussionist

guitarist Thom Lucero

and occasional bassist
Christina Wile will come
back to Humboldt State,

Oe

aoe

|,

sophomore Eric

Malain, who is

a fan and friend

very peaceful."

attended Humboldt

Earthenware Yawn, plays
shows at local venues
as well as back home.
This year, singer and

e
ic
am
er
n
mo
Si
= meof

of the band. "It's

Towles, who

The Ont County,
The
Calif. band,

99

psychology sophomore

singer Matthew

year.

they're
ack;
ng
bringi hack the

Jace Hinesly, who goes to

Orange Coast College and
bassist Jake Wallwork,
who attends University of
California, Santa Barbara.

During the Spring

2008 semester, The

But The Earthenware

Yawn's sound is as
original as their name.
In a world full of guitars
and tambourines in
smoke-filled rooms,
The Earthenware Yawn

brings something fresh to
familiar genres of music

Earthenware Yawn played
at several house shows and

aa

Openings are available now!
Call 445-9291 for more
information!
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Hot Keets

will sound when finished.

“Sometimes two songs
that sound good together
in my head don't actually
sound good when I try to
-put them together. For
example, I've been trying
to mix [Florida hip-hop

Internet spread to the
real internet and we've
kept posting tracks, doing
mixtapes, remixes, and

live shows since then,”
said Brink.

y

star] Rick Ross with
[Icelandic post-rock band]

Thehoodinternet.com,

aside from being a place
to sample the mixes, is
a place where fans can
download the mash-ups
for free. With over 190
songs currently available
for free , hip-hop and indie
fans can find something
different to listen to than
their standard genres.

Sigur Ros and it's just not

ie

sounding as awesome as
I had imagined it would.
There's definitely some

trial and error involved,”
. said Brink.

Aside from single
tracks, The Hood Internet

produces full-length mix
tapes. Currently, they
have four available for
download: Mix Tape
Volume I, Mix Tape

“T love the ability of
The Hood Internet to
mix light alternative with
pouway or heavy hip
op in a dance-worthy
way, said English and
Dance Freshman Amanda
Thomas.

COZY
FUN
WARM
PLAYFUL
CUTE...
New Fall Fashions
Arriving Daily

Volume II, The Hood

Internet vs. The Pack and
The Hood Internet vs.
Chicago. Chicago is the
most recent mix tape and

features mash-ups
with
artists exclusively from the
Chicago area.

When it comes to the
artists whose songs are
re-molded, Reidell said

that reactions have mostly
been positive. “We've
heard from a handful of
artists like Crystal Castles
and The Pack. Others have
posted our tracks on their
sites like Ghislain Porier
and ih Xiu.

enera
retty
if any often

P 707-822-2511

As diverse as the music
world is already, The

Corner of 9th & G St.

accomplishes to mix things
up a little more - often to
the approval of listeners.

on the Arcata Plaza

Hood Internet tries and

Response is

positive.
ave hated

“If they weren't doing
something new, I wouldn't

our tracks, they've been

be listening to them,” said

nice enough to not tell us,"
said Reidell.

Thomas.

BEST SANDWICHES ON THE
NORTH COAST!

But with songs that
combine artists like R&B's
Usher with Wales-based

SOY “Phillies,

indie-pop band Los

Campesinos or Pitbull's

16 Cheese Steak
varieties made with

hip-hop from the barrio
with electro jammers Neon
Neon, it is often hard to

Derek Lactaoen may be
contacted at

tell how decent a mash-up

7 OE AR a
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this game in the same
brain-drawer as “World

of Warcraft” and label

it as “nerdy,” know that
Barry’s creation has a bit
more clout. For example,

“NationStates” had a world
assembly function similar

to our United Nations

that was so popular and
so e-influential that after
January, Barry became
the proud owner of a cease

Grinders, Salads,
Garlic Fries,

your choise of Steak

dsL | 4@humboldt.edu.

or Chicken

Tastykakes &

lad

More!

St.
wae

So the next time you
see our elected officials
making idiotic mistakes,

Key Ingredients Imported from Philadelphia to Ensure Authenticity

take a deep breath, close

your eyes, open your eyes,
get on your computer and
see if you can do a better
job. In the meantime, my
country has a biker gan

problem that I need to

and desist letter from the
real United Nations.

The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views

of the Lumberjack Newspaper.

Hoagies, Subs,

fix.

Arcata - Northtown
Open

Everyday!

Corner of 18th & G Streets

825-7400

Locally
Owned &
Operated

Full Menu & Coupons at
www.phillycheesesteakshoppe.com
Visa-M.C.-Amex-Disc-Debit & HSU C-Card Accepted.
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Around”

“Revolve
The Earthenware
Yawn's lyrics reach into.
you and stir up memories
of the best summer

in familiar settings with
familiar people.

romances, and whether it

"We are the founders
and only sound of postindie," said Hinesly.

"Being a college kid and

knowing both Thom and

Matt well, I can feel where

they're coming from and I
get lost in their music."

makes you smile or hurt, it

makes you feel. They are

_ "Depending on the
day, we play anywhere
from folk music, to pop
music, to garage punk, to
experimental noise, to a
combination of all of the
above," said Towles.
And while the
instrumental side of The
Earthenware Yawn's music
is danceable and raw, the

lyrics are what make the
band stand out from other
artists in Humboldt.

the type that you want to
remember - not just the
ones that get stuck in your
head.
"I am inspired by the
ability to feel something
in my bare essential being
and to help others feel
something within their
bare essential beings," said
Hinesly.

there’s always something dissolving into to
Pamala
Perey dia ee MC Mealnl
and we’re always peering, & leering, & jeering
FY metea ee

as it recedes from our eyes

So with goals of
impressing women while
gaining an audience,
The Earthenware Yawn
has their hands full
with more than just an
acoustic guitar and a
pair of drum sticks. And
as for The Earthenware
Yawn's future? Towles and
Hinesly both agree - it is

Ree

.

|

Coachella 2009.

"It comes right from
their background and who
they are," said Malain.

Derek Lactaoen may be
contacted at

dsL | 4@humboldt.edu.

2
Muddy Waters
Espresso Bar

}
i

4

4
“

ot

°

;
J Points

Use

(25% piscount)

\

ey e

ka

Use

C

(5% Discount)

Card

est Bagel Sandwich,

'S

Wireless
Web
Access

Hot Stuff Pizza
losbagels.com

re
Fresh Start
-

Smoothies
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sports.music.film. theater. dance

| August

Rs
LA et

Women’s
Soccer

Where: Old Creamery
Building, Arcata
Time: 8:00 p.m. —

yi

|

">

Lower Soccer Field

Cubensis |

Where: Humbrews
Greatful Dead‘ tribute

_ Academy of Art @
Humboldt State 7:00 p.m.

band

i Women’s.
Soccer

—

‘Lower Soccer Field
Simpson University@

Humboldt State 7:00 p.m. —

$10

ES

Pee Hee Nera Soap a

Redwood
Raks dance
fundraiser

aoe 27- Sept. 9

:

ee

ae

EEA

08

Montana Slim |
String

Women’s
Soccer

Band

Where:
Humbrews
Time: 9:00 p.m.
Roots, Bluegrass

Karaoke

Chris

Cla

with

August

_ Lower Soccer Field

30

Oregon Tech @
Humboldt State 7:00 p.m.

Pipejam

Southern Humboldt
Community Park,
Garberville
$22-$25; Pro skate

. Beer Fest

demos/ Music by

Where: Muddy’s Hot Cup

Fishbone, Ras Matthew,

Joanne Rand

$10; Benefit for Green
Wheels and Friends of the
Footbridge

Where: The Boiler Room
_ Time: 9:00 p.m.

2nd annual

Men’s Soccer

Where: Humbrews
Time: 8:30 p.m.

Lower Soccer Field
Oregon Tech @
Humboldt State 6:00 p.m.

HumTunes Live Recording
for

Humboldt Access TV

September

August 28

Karaoke

with

September

Where: The Boiler

Dj] KNUTZ
(or the Funk
f It)

4

September 6

Room

Where: Humbrews

Live

o Ukesperience

Cubensis

@ Sub’s

St. John & The

Where:

Where: 6 Rivers

(Reggae/Funk from
Ausralia), Silent Giants

Sinners

Where: Humbrews

Humbrews

Greatful Dead tribute
band

bb

$3 cover

September

Pa

5

-Rock

Festival

Where: The Alibi
Time: 11:00 p.m.
$5; 21+

August 29

eundeay Jazz
Brunc

Where: Muddy's Hot
Cup
Time: 11:00 a.m,

Fickle Hill
Billies
Where: Humbrews
Rock & Roll
-

eta
Open Mic :

The Boiler Room

no cover

ere: Humbrews

Time: 8:30 p.m.

Psych-Rock

to get

Where: Aunty Mo's
Time: 10:00 p.m.

$8; 21+

into

the

Lumberjack

calendar@gmail.com

Time: |0:00 p.m.
$5; all ages

STRUCK

Donald Lacy’s

8:00 p.m. $10-$15;
COLOR STRUCK uses
humor, drama, music
and visuals to examine
institutionalized racism in
America. °

$15-$20; Samplers of
local vegetables, fruits,
wines and music starting

The Arcata Playhouse

COLOR
STRUCK

The Arcata Playhouse
8:00 p.m. $10-$15;
COLOR STRUCK uses
humor, drama, music
and visuals to examine
institutionalized racism

September
Open Mic .
Vhere: Humbrews

Time: 8:30 p.m.

Cross Country
Patrick’s Point Invitational
8:45. a.m.

in

-

calendar?
the

Redwood Roots Farm
in Bayside

Donald Lacy’s
COLOR

Where: Big Pete's

by

Taste of Place
Garden Soiree

at 4pm.

Festival

America.

Want

Psych-Rock
Festival

Brewery

Where: Muddy’s Hot
Cup
Time: 9:00 p.m.

Where:

7

Ladies Night
. Chris Cla

Dj.Ra

~~

End of June & others.

y our submissions to
preceeding publication.

E-mail

Friday

lumberjack.

8
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we ee
Save money with low student pricing
Adobe: Creative Suite 3
Explore engaging ways to express ideas and distinguish yourself.
Save up to 85% off the full retail price:
Adobe Creative Suite 3.3 Design Premium

Only US$309

Create professional-quality print material and engaging online content.
ks® CS3.
Now with new Adobe Acrobat® 9 Pro plus special offering: Adobe Firewor
Adobe Creative Suite 3.3 Web Premium Only US$309
.
Design, develop, and maintain websites, applications, and mobile content
Now with new Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro.

Adobe Creative Suite 3 Production Premium

Only US$309

s.
Use cutting-edge professional tools for video, audio, and filmmaking project

Adobe Creative Suite 3.3 Master Collection Only US$509

Get the power of all three suites in one value-packed product!

Now with new Adobe Acrobat 9 Pro.

heubooliit

WWW

REC

HSU Bookstore
707-826-5848

|

a

8.27.2008

NEED A GOOD
PAYING CAMPUS JOB
AND DON’T WANT TO
WORK NIGHTS OR
Visit www.

collmedia.net for more info.
References required.

NEED A LABORER
OR LANDSCAPERS?
Strong, skilled, reliable worker
available for construction,

landscaping, gardening,
moving, hauling, and any
other general labor or

odd jobs. I have a truck,
tools, local references and
flexible hours. Call Mark at

707-668-4198

Wanted
TIN CAN MAILMAN
BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or

® ECAFTHOANCE &
THOQNCE

Cae
PA RPA SL
Black Oak Ranch, Hwy 101, Laytonville, Northern California.

THOQNCE

Michael Franti and Spearhead, Digable Planets, Neko Case,
SO
a me
men
ag
mM
aS
Ted Cou
Moon Alice, Fort Knox Five, Panjea.\ii;',, Queen Omega,
K’naan, Hill Country Revue «:i:'s; N. Mississipi Allstars.
Lafa Taylor, BLVD and Souleye, Medicine Drum, That One Guy, Blame Sally,
Yossi Fine, Goddess Alchemy, Lynx, Flowmotion, Soul Magestic
Sila and the Afro Funk Experience, Lo Cura, Natural Breakdown, Sol'Jibe,
Sasha Butterfly Rose, Tina Malia, Shimshai, Vermillion Lies,
TUL aC ORL OM SCM
na Chllcy
Fanna Fi’ Allah Qwwali ensemble, Kirtan with Prema Mayi and friends,
Comedy Show hosted by Wavy Gravy and special guests.
THE TEMPLE OF ELECTRONICA WITH:
Cheb | Sabbah, Fort Knox Five, Nickodemus, Blutech, Adhan Shaikh, Jesse Saunders,
Vibesquad, Dragonfly, DOV, Mannesh the Twister, CB, Dunklebundt, David Starfire,
ACM TTA PMLACy 2

trade credit. Huge selection,

open daily. Corner of 10th &
H Arcata 822-1307

Wellness

Special festival events:
“Global Prayerfor Peace link up (4pm Sat) uniting over 350 locations in 65 countries.
*Global Wisdom Council featuring indigenous elders from many nations.

HSU AA MEETINGS

now meet in SBS Building
Room 405. Call 442-0711
for more info. Marijuana
Anonymous meets every

Wednesday night from
7-8pm in SBSB 405,

€aQr

OU

618-9228.

3 day camp out celebration featuring over 70 acts on 5 stages.
RSME 1: al artisans market, organic food and wine, circus arts and theater, eco film
festival, kids village, speakers forum, workshop domes and much more.

3 Day ticket includes camping
Advance Ticket - $160.00 - At the Gate - $185.00 - Sunday Only - $75.00
Info

@ www.earthdancelive.com - Festival Office: 541-488-5468
Ria

oY
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ORGANIC

ae
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a
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ee
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GUARDIAN
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aa diay
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Six Rivers Planned Parenthood Outreach
}

we

~

826.3259

:

Instruments

Computer Recording
Music Books, DVDs
Percussion

Expert Advice
Strings & Accessories

LJNPads@
humboldt.edu

Tuesdays 12:30-3:30pm Student Health Center
Thursdays 5:00-7:00pm in the“)”
Mezzanine Level, Agate Rooms A&B
=

Electronics
*

VPS

OIC) COG sya 17A0)/

A

at Humboldt State University

eX 8X

Pa

* Chlamydia testing (urine test), .
- HIV testing (finger poke, results f<1@ min)

|

* Condoms, lube, spermicide, ahd other supplies

- Oral contraceptives (the pill)
* Depo-Provera (the shot)

* Ortho-Evra (the patch)
* Nuva ring

* Emergency contraception (Plan B)
* Pregnancy testing & options info

i
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

*Show student I.D.
and get 15% off all
locks, lights, and
fenders. A valid
student I.D. gets

nlc

and a free helmet

wu

bike iacnhans
N91hse

iL

ha)

Gols

Sun-Thurs:

noon - 1Ipm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam

COFFEEHOUSE

Saleks
elaa AA
[INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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